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1 - A STRANGE STORIE HOT SONIC AND SONICFANGIRL MADE

sonic:hi michelle went to go and get a snak she'll brb... (good she scairs me)
WHAT WAS THAT SONIC!!!=-O
sonic:NOTHING........dam hold on ash
ash: otay
Ash: brb too
me: hi
Ash: ok
me: ... hay WMS?
Ash: I'm back
Ash: ?
me: where's my sonic?
Ash: hahaha!!!
me: ?
Ash: he ran off with some girls
me: WHAT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!>:o>:o>:o>:o>:o $%^*$%*&%$%^$%^%$$^$&$*
Ash: :-Xwasn't sposta say dat....
Ash: he went to do your laundry for you!^^
me: S-O-N-I-C YOU GET YOU BLUE @$$ BACK HERE RIGHT NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
me: oh really?
Ash: oo......
Ash: yes
Ash: he told me to play that trick on you.
me: o well ok I'll go check
me: then kill him for saying that
Ash: <=)
me: oh sonikku..... >)
Ash: *starts humming*
me: sonic: ...........:'( shoot
Ash: bahahahahahahaha!!!
me: i can't find sonic...:'(
Ash: that's sad...
me: I CAN'T FIND MY SONIC (CRYS)
Ash: -_-
Ash: that IS sad...
me: 2 hours latter (still crying)
Ash: *hands you tissue. And puts umbrella over head.*
me: S-O-N-I-C WHERE RRRRRRRRRRRRRRR UUUUUUUUUUUUU
Ash: gurooooooooooooooooooooooooowwwwwwwwwlllllllllll!!!!!!!!!!
Ash: sonic is so hott.
lady:HAY KEEP IT DOWN I ANT AFRADE TO CALL THE COPS!!
me:$^%^*$%&
lady:what was that ?!!



me:you heard me(sonic comes out of no where and keeps tite grip on HIS GIRLFRIEND!
Ash: ?!
Ash: Ash:*grabs a club.*
sonic: Michelle take it easy...
me(slaps sonic and crys) where have you been i was worried sick bout you!!!
sonic:ummm i was fighting that fat head egg man... i told Ashley to tell you
me:ASHLEY!!!>:o
SONIC:ASHLEY RUN
Ash: YOU DID NOT!!! MICHELLE, THE BAD HEDGIE LIED!!!*runs anyway.*
Ash: SO WHO'S THE GIRL???
me: don't call MY HEDGIE A LIER...
Ash: but he did...
Ash: HE TOLD ME TO TELL YOU THAT HE WAS OUT WIT A GIRL AND TO COVER UP WITH UR
LAUNDRY THINGY!!!
Ash:HAH!!
sonic:-(grabs hold of michelle and drags her in the house ALONE!!!)
SONIC:TAKE IT EAZY SHE'S WAS JUST KIDDING
me:-(looks at IM then runs out of house crying)
Ash: what do you propose we do michelle???? give him a bath or shove him off Niagara falls????
me:..................(crying)
Ash: it's okay. he is like that sometimes...
sonic:g i must have really made her feel really hearable...
Ash:*goes in house.* yes you did.
*michelle is at a really beautiful spot where u can really see the stars and the moon a nice lake and a hill
that she's sitting on...*
me: how could sonic do that what did i do to make he even think about doing something so so ... so
terrible?(crys again)
sonic:well i d better go and find her better bring something to make her feel better...
*1 hour latter*
Ash:*gives sonic a box of chocolates, a bundle of twelve roses, and a box of tissues.*NOW GO MAKE
HER HAPPY CHAMP!
sonic:well ok ... BUT YOUR COMMING TOO
Ash: hey, this is sposta be romantic????
sonic:oh yea u stay i ll be back...
Ash: as in, you and michelle*gives him a push.* NOW GO!!!
sonic:ok ok stop shoven...
Ash:I am praying for you!^^
sonic:thanks..
sonic gose and finally finds michelle sitting in a puddle of water *she was crying so now she's moist.*

sonic:umm michelle...
me:*looks at sonic and says nothing*
sonic:look i know you don't want anything to do with me right now but at least listen?
me:*looks at sonic with sad eyes filled with tears*
sonic:ok well i m sorry i went out with other girls but it's not what u think... i was just showing them where
the emerald coast motel was
me:*sniff* then why did u tell ashley to say you were doing the laundry?



sonic:because i was afraid that you would get worried or mad like u r now and i just can't stand to see
you like this, you should not be crying(hug michelle and THEN KISSIS HER ...ON THE LIPS)
me:*hugs sonic* , and sonic gives her the stuff Ashley gave him to help out with the criest
me:oh sonic thank you so much sonic... ummm sonic……
sonic: yea ........
me: I ………
Ash: PASS THE TISSUES!!!
sonic: no
ASH: PLEASE????
sonic:fine
Ash:THANKYOU!*call of the wild.*(I blow my nose reaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaally loud.)
me: as i was saying sonic... i l-o-v-e you
sonic:i love you too michelle (leaves ashley in the dust and runs off with michelle...)lol
Ash: *blink blink.*
sonic:don't you think that was kinda rude yea... oh well
Ash:*walks away.*
Ash:oh brother
Ash: I need my bath!!!
me:sonic don't be so rude
sonic:ok i m sorry lets go back ...
Ash:*turns on water hose.* lalalalalalala!!!
sonic:-(back at that one place...) she's not here...
me:OH WELL COME ON SONIC WE NEED SOME ALONE TIME ANY WAY(she says really loud)
Ash:*thinkin: when they come around, I shall get them back.* *washes off in water hose.*
Ash: lalalalalalala!!!
me:ya think she heard that?
sonic:i hope not she's prity tuff for a 12 year old
*sonic and michelle run off and were never saw again... untill the next day he he he*

* next day*

Ash: YOU TWO HAVE FUN!!^^
Ash: *is heard by sonic and michelle
sonic:michelle .....WAKE UP
me : nooooooooooooooo
me:it's the evil chilly dogs!!!! run away!!!!!!!!! AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Ash: got em...*evil smile.*
Ash: MUAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!
sonic:looks at IM screen how can even here us?
Ash:umm....i don't know
me:hay sonic...
sonic:yeah
me:let's (wispers so hot sonic can't here) ha ha ha ashley
Ash:*is ticked.*
sonic:looks at IM screen again look she's pissed
me:good but after we do that let's(ashley still can't here) muaaaa
Ash: GURRRRRRRRROWLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



Ash:*pounces on sonic.*
me:SONIC NO ASHLEY YOU DIE(jumps on ashley and snaps her arm in two
Ash: *goes and gets duck tape.*
sonic:WTF is duck tape going to do?
Ash: DOWN HERE IN THE SOUTH! DUCK TAPE FXES EVERYTHING!!!^^
Ash: *works on arm with duckie tape.*
sonic:hay michelle isn't that what the twins Kayla and alexia say
me: say what duck tape fixes everything
sonic:yea
me :yes they do
Ash: LOL this is so awkward! my best friends broke my arm!!!^^
Ash: It's a work of art!^^
me: yea i know
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sonic:ha ha ha that's what you get

Ash: *tapes arm back and whimpers while crying.*

Ash: UGGH!!!

me: sonic don't be so mean to her

sonic:well your the one who broke it in two

me: DON'T YOU GET SMART WITH ME HEDGEHOG!!!

Ash: well you did break it...

me: yea i know sorry but you shouldn't have acted sonic

Ash: it'll be ok. HELP ME DUCK-TAPE MY ARM PLEASE!!!

me: ok i will

sonic:no don't do it !!!

me: sonic what's your proublem?

sonic:you!!

me: EXCUGE ME YONGEN.....

sonic:.........

me: ashley i ll help you but firsh we wispers(we need to get sonic when where done with your arm we
can tie him to a tree and put make up on him)

Ash: (LOL! yeah! I'm in, I'll help you.)

me: cool thanks *both look at sonic with evil look *

sonic:oh shoot...

*thay finish with ashleys arm and slowy go towards sonic then he takes off but michelle can keep up with
him so she grabs ashleys good arm and chashes sonic down*



Ash: WO

*michelle gets tired from running and takes ashley back to her house to watch a quick movie called sonic
underground*

Ash: *eating popcorn.* want some buddy?

me:na lets watch

starthehedgie13: It's so sweet!!!

Ash: i loved that move

me: me too... hay let's go look for sonikku

ash: WAIT!!! even better!!!

me: lol

Ash: ( lets booby trap him )

me: good idea

me: just then the sonic underground song plays

ash: YAY!!!

ash: I love sonic underground

ash: I saw a clip of it on the internet, and i love it

me: i have the movie want to watch it then go look for sonic

ash: cool

me: ok cool lets watch it

ash: but, aren't we suppose to stay and booby trap him??

me: oh yea well it can wate half an hour

ash: yay!

me: just then sonic walks in

sonic: oh shoot



me: lets get him

ash: almost time to watch da movie!!!

me: well paws it get sonic then watch move

xxoosonicxxoo: i already have sonic tied up

ash: yay!!

sonic:help me wate no no nooooooo not the eye shadow

ash: good movie yes!!!

ash: WHEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!! EYE SHADOW!!!

ash: LET ME DO HIS TOE NAILS!!!

ash: AND HIS NAILS!!

me: k

sonic:no please i ll be the laughen stock of the town shadow knuckles tails every one will laugh at me

me: ok sonic well let you go

sonic: really

me:no!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

ash: LOL

ash: I'll give him a french manicure!!!^^

me: lol sweet

sonic:NOOOOOOOOOOOOO DON'T DO IT I WILL LOOK WEIRD

ash: that's the point.

me: yes i want to shave his ears

ash: HAHAHAHAHA!!!



sonic: nooooooooo i can't cover up my ears from publick

me:i know that's why i m shaving them

ash: LOL

*just then shadow walks in *

ash: WOOHOO! NOW IT'S A PARTY!!!

shadow:........ i m not even going to ask

me:cool then you can help

shadow:ok

sonic:shadow no don't spair me

ash: YAY!!

ash: what are you going to do to him shad?

shadow: well lets see you girls took the good ones so i gess i ll put on the lip stick and maskaira

ash: good one!

ash: why don'tyou do his hair shadow?

shadow: hay good idea ashley

me:shadow i have some you could ues

shadow: sweet

ash: sonic, this look is gonna change your life!!!^^

sonic: i feel retarted

me:yea well you look cute to me

shadow: i put your hair in braids

starthehedgie13: YAY BRAIDS!!

*michelle goes to get a marria*

sonic: i look stuped



ash: WOOH! geez sonic! when was the last time you cut your toe nails??? geez!!!

me: sonic:never

ash: GROSS!!!!><

ash: GRAB THE NOSE PLUGS!!!

sonic:NOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

ash: I'm cutting these jokers!!

ash:michelle, get the air freshener please!!!

me: ok why?

ash: his toe nails stink to high Heavens!!!

me: lol

ash: WWOOHHWHHEE!!

shadow:GOD DAM SONIC WHEN'S THE LAST TIME YOU HAD A BATH?

sonic:yesterday... why?

shadow:you smell like dog

me: i got some bubble bath sope that smells like flowers me and ashley can get that started and shadow
you can get sonic up stairs but keep him tied up in the cheir

shadow:ok

ash: yes, while i clip his toe nails, HEY! I NEED THE CHAIN SAW OVER HERE!!!><

me: lol that can wate ash i need help with the bath k...

ash: ok.

ash: he is very fiesty with getting a bath isn't he???

me: yes he is but he dose smell like dog

shadow:ok it wasn't easy but i got him up here

me: thanks shadow * michelle kisses shadow on the cheek to thank him*



sonic: hay shadow you stay away from my girlfriend!!!!!

shadow: chill shadow she was just thanken me

me: yea sonic chill for a while and enjoy the bath

ash: yes! bath time is fun!!!*scrubs his ears.*

sonic:OUCH EASY REMBER YOU GYES SHAVED OFF MY FUR ON MY EARS!!!

me: SONIC don't you yell at her!!!!!

sonic: or what

me:come on shadow lets go over to the other room and.........

sonic:NOOOOOO DON'T ok i ll behave...

shadow:lol

sonic:*grunt*

me: lol sonic you should be happy the make up is comming off and your getting the SPA treatment

shadow: yea and you have two girls that costantly fight over you

ash: I wanted to use the scrubby thingy!!!

me: ok here you go ash (hay i think shadow likes you)

ash: YAY!!!

me: shhhhhhhhhh

ash: woooot

me: so you want me to talk to shads for ya girl?

ash: ooh? do you mean? hook me up?!

me: no i mean to help you with sonic -_-() , yes hook ya up so do you want me to talk to him or what...



starthehedgie13: *scrubs sonic and looks at how mad he is.* ^^ aww! he is just as cute as a little kitten!!!

sonic: grrrrrr i m a hedgehog

me: lol of couse you are sonic sweety .... ill talk to him for you ash

ash: YAY!!

me: hay shadow do you like my friend ashley?

shadow: what how did you know?

me:shads i m a girl i can tell so you like her right...

shadow: yea your trying to hook me up with her!!!

me: no i am hooken you up with her -_-()

shadow: well what if she dosen't like me ....... <(

me:don't worrie shadow she dose i already told her you like her when i found out she's so happy:-D go
and talk to her

shadow: ok i will

me:ashley go talk with shadow i ll finsh with sonic k

ash: I owe you one!!! ^^

me: no prob no go *shoves ashley over to shadow*

ash: OO;;

ash: hi

shadow:hmm hi.....

ash: what were you talking bout over there?

shadow: .........

ash: ^^

ash: come on! I'm not gonna bite!!!....hard.

shadow: well i like you



ash: -^^-

ash: I like you too you are very cool

shadow: thanks

ash: so now that we have tht out of the way, want to go help michelle bathe sonic?

shadow:not to be rude but it would be kinda weird if me a guy washed sonic ... who is also a guy

ash: ok, I'll let ya sit out ^^

shadow: lol thanks

ash: *goes and gets hands all soapy

ash: WOOHOO!! BATH TIME!!!

ash: uh, not for me of course...-^^-

sonic: i feel so embarest

ash: hahah!!!

me: ok sonic all done... HAPPY NOW

ash: -^^-

starthehedgie13: *looks at shadow*

* shadow looks back looks back*

ash: awww!!!^^

ash: *waves*

shadow: * waves back*

ash: *walks over to shadow.*

ash: are you sad sweetie???

shadow:huh a no.....

*michelle left the room*

shadow:just ........



shadow: awwww for get it ;-)

Ash: were you staring at me?

shadow: no............. what made you think that...?

Ash: what made me not think that???

shadow:*gives ashley a confused look*

Ash: I got that feeling where somebody was watching me...

shadow: ..........

shadow:sorry

Ash: haha!!! ^^ it's ok

shadow: really.....

Ash: aww!!^^*hugs shadow* it's ok.

shadow:hay ummmm want to go watch a movie with michelle and sonic?

Ash:*grabs shadow's hand* --^^-- yes.

shadow:*blushes and gets note in stomick*

Ash: *runs in and grabs a seat by shadow.*

Ash: what are we watching???

we are watchen the note book

Ash: PASS THE POPCORN!!!^^

shadow:here ya go ash.......

me: ash look sonic is a sleep

Ash: *blush* thankyou...

shadow:* blush* no prob

Ash: OOOH!!! golden oportunity!!!



Ash: put some whipped cream in his hand and tickle his nose with a feather!!!*laughs.*

me: na not this time let the little hedgie sleep.....

Ash:...*pouts* I still we should do that though....

me: me too but we tormented the yonge hero enough today don't ya think ash?

Ash: you're right, let him sleep

me: thanks ash hay have you ever seen the note book before?

ash: unfortunately...

me: was that a yes?

ash: I haven't seen it

me: oh me neather but i heard it was really sad

ash: aww!!

ash: wanna watch a scary movie instead???

ash: LOL

me: no i put this in on perpous so you can cry on shadow or something ya get what i m saying...

ash: yeah, but with a scary movie, I can also hold his hand if i get scared, know what I'm sayin???

me: hmm ya know what your right hold on k

i hoped you liked this chap rember that me AND hot_sonic both wrote this storie k ^^
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ash: yay movie!!!^^

me: OK ill put in the scairy movie ash

ash: which one is it?

me: fready VS jacon MUHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA

ash: *pulls out toaster strudel and icing.*^^

shadow:ash you wont get to scaird will ya?

Ash:*looks around.* no....

shadow: good but if you do i m here ... k ;-)

Ash: *points at shadow.* are YOU gonna get scared????????

shadow: n n no i m the ultimet life form i don't get scaird...8-)

me: yea right...

sonic:*still a sleep*

ash: *looks at shadow suspiciously.* are you sure??????

shadow: umm yea..

ash: (yummy!^^ sonic toaster strudel!!!)

Ash: *gets up in his face.* wouldja bet a donut on it?

shadow:ha ha ha .... no

sonic: uaaa man what happend?

me: well you fell a sleep so i let you lay on my lap

sonic: oh thanks michelle... um what r we doing now?

me: we r going to watch fready VS jacon



sonic: sweet i v never seen it before

Ash: *sits down next to shadow.*

Ash: ok, it's starting.

shadow: cool

sonic: yes

Ash: hey, let's skip the previews.

Ash:LOL

me: good i dea

Ash: don't they just bug you?

me: yes

shadow: finaly

ash: *grabs onto shadow's hand. blush.*

shadow: *blushs and gets nots and butteryflys in stomick*

me: (i know that feeling shadow has)

ash: (me too.)

*michelle beries her head in sonics chest*

sonic: *blush* getting a little scaird sweety.

me:kinda (no just want to be closer to ya)

sonic: don't worrie i m here for ya baby ( she's so cute )

me:*blushes*

*one hour later*

sonic: hay michelle you doing ok?

me:yea it's kinda scairy i don't know how you guys can not be so nerves



sonic:well what can i say lol

shadow: *holds ashley tight*

ash: * blushs real badly*

shadow: *turns into a cherry red*

ash: (hahahahahah!!!!><*pokes the cherry.*

shadow: i feel so embarest...

shadow: oops did i say that out lod!!!!

ash: yes you did hun

shadow: OH sorry that's not what i ment i humm i was ...oh for get it...

ash: *hugs shadow.* it's ok I was the most embarrassed though if you catch my drift....*blushes really
hard.*

shadow: ............*nots in stomick*

sonic: shadow is that sun burn on your face or r u blushing...

me:sonikku.....

sonic:yes.......

me: i m tired of watching this

Ash: yeah, me too.

sonic:ok than what now?

Ash: any ideas michelle?

me: well lets look at the facts we bothe have some one we love in our arms , right, *holds shadow's
hand.* I'm not sure...

ash: *whispers to michelle.* what have you got up your sleeve girl?

me:ummm i wonder NO NOT LIKE THAT YOU PERVES!!! i know of a little lake we could go to



ash: that sounds cool. we could both go different ways and spend a romantic evening hmm?

ash: after a picnic that is.

me: lol ok we tell the hotties that we need to do something in the kiction and thay go do something elce
while we get ready

ash: ok, hee hee!^^

ash:do you want formal or non-formal???

ash:oh I'm so excited...^^

me: NON FORMEL

ash: did you have to say it out loud???? I think they're onto us!!!

me: shoot i mean dam

ash: *highfive.*let's get this party started!

sonic: what's going in here?

ashley and michelle: nothing!!!

ash: ok, you two go get very fancy like, and meet us back here in 45 minutes!

me: shoot ASHLEY NOT ALL FANCY sonic shadow just try to look your best k

both: umm k*confusied*

ash: OO;;; sorry....

me: it's ok what now MOVE MOVE MOVE MOVE MOVE!!!

ash: let's go!!!

ash: *runs upstairs.*

*just then michelles friends kayla and alexa come out of now where*

me: a what r u doing here?!

ash: OO;;(CRAP!)



both: we want to be in the storie too...

me: well this is a romantic storie get your asses out of here !!! we will let u know when u can come back

both: umm k

*shoves them out*

Ash: *laughs.*

ash: *grabs michelle and both runs upstairs to get ready.*

*michelle falls like the @$$ she is*

ash: you are not!

ash: don't say that!

me: i know just kidding thanks..

*at the lake*
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Ash:*cuddles up next to shadow.*

shadow: *hugs ashley and blushes*

Ash:*blushes back and really hard.*

sonic:*looks at michelle and kisses her on the lips*

michelle:* blushes and kisses him back*

sonic:.......

Ash:*in sorta whispery tone.* It's beautiful out here shadow....*looks up in to his crisem eyes.*

shadow: *looks at ashley*

sonic:keeps looken at michelles green eyes and she can't stop looken at his emerald green eys

shadow:ashley......

Ash: yes...?

shadow: i love you ..... *blush*

Ash:*goes in for a kiss.is near shadow's face.*

shadow: *also leans in for a kiss*

Ash:*kisses.*...*closes eyes.*

shadow:.......

sonic:.........

me:...............

ash: I'M GONNA CRY MY HEART OUT!!!

shadow: no don't cry i don't want to see you cry....

Ash: I could think of anything but tears.*kisses him.*



shadow: *blushes*

sonic:* wants to ask michelle to marrie him*

me:sonic are you ok you look a little woried?

sonic: yea i m fine hay can we go some where to be alone for a while?

me:sure let me tell ashley.... HAY ASHLEY! me and sonic will be right back he wants to be alone with
me....( no not like that...)

Ash: oh!!! ok, me and shadow want to be alone too.

me: k umm you have your phone right?

Ash: yes, I have it.

me: good so do i call if your in trouble

ash: ok, we will.*winks at shadow.*

shadow:........

Ash:*walking with shadow and holding his arm.It's absolutely goregeous tonight shadow....

shadow: yea just like you...

Ash:thankyou...*blush.* haha, you know, you're a really good kisser.^^

shadow: lol well so are you

Ash:*covers lips and blushes very badly.*

shadow: hum... you ok? *shadow says a little concearned*

Ash:...just embarrassed sorta, that's all....*blushes bright red.*

shadow:ok good i thought i hurt you or something *where sonic and michelle are*

sonic:ummmm... michelle?

me: yea sonic...

sonic: i was just wondering.....

me:yea



sonic: if you would marrie me?...

me: ..............

sonic:, michelle?

me:YES OF CORSE I'LL MARRIE YOU!!

sonic: you will yes ! *michelle calls ashley*
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me: ashley gess what sonic asked me to marrie him!!!

ash: OMG!!! are you serious?!

me: yes!

ash: wow!! congratulations!!

me: thanks

shadow: ashley what's all the excitement about?

Ash: tee hee.^^

shadow: what?

Ash:*whispers in shadow's ear.*

Ash: sonic popped the question to michelle!!!!

shadow:.................

Ash:*looks confused at shadow.*

shadow:what?

Ash: do you not understand????

shadow: no i understand it's just that i never thought that sonic had the guts to ask her...

Ash: hahaha!

*at the lake with sonic and michelle*

me: WOW sonic!!!

sonic:what?

me:i...i.... i never thought that you would ever ask me this qustion...

sonic: well i did and i got you something here *sonic givs michelle a box*



sonic: well do ya like it?

*michelle looks at the ring that was in the box with sparkley eyes and can't do nothing but cry*

sonic: michelle why are you crying did i do something to upset you?

me: no it's so prity!

man we didn't really talk at all this day did we sry FAC ^^
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Ash: oh shadow! look! a shooting star!!!*points to a shooting star in the sky.*

shadow: wow hay make a wish

Ash: umm, ok,*closes eyes and makes a wish.*

shadow: what did you wish for?

Ash: hmmm... should I tell??

Ash: it might ruin the wish

Ash: but still....

shadow: oh alright

Ash: ok, I'll tell.

Ash: are you ready?

shadow: ok what

Ash: I wished, that tonight would be the most*closes eyes an clasps her hands together.* romantic night
of our lives....*falls over in shadow's lap.

shadow: *blush* yea, me too..... *holds ashley close wanting it to last for ever*

ash: *draws in near shadow's face.*

shadow:* says nothing*

Ash:*giggles and turns red.*

*at the lake*

sonic:*picks up michelle and runs off with her in his arms back to her house*



me:oh sonic this has been the most wonderfull day of my life.

sonic: yea me too

me:i don't want it to ever end...

sonic: well i do......

me: WHAT WHY

sonic:if it don't end then how will we get married?

me; oh yea i for got that would happen lol

*both sonic and michelle look into each others eyes*

*with shadow and ashley*

shadow: lets go back to my place i m tired...

Ash: I am too.

Ash: lead the way!^^

shadow: *picks up ashley* hold on tight

Ash: shadow, I would hold on to you forever if i could.

xxoosonicxxoo: shadow: well maby you can

Ash: ^^ hahahahaha!!! so what are we going to do when we get there?

shadow we are already there lol

Ash:ok then, what now?

shadow: umm we could well what do you want to do?

Ash:*looks very innocently at shadow.*

Ash: I could make a romantic dinner for two

shadow: lol fine with me want some help with that?



Ash: if you want to, and if you don't burn down the house.LOL

shadow: i wont promess lol

*shadow and ashley both cook a romantic dinner and are now sitting down to enjoy it*

Ash:*sighting by shadow and a warm fire is lit in the fireplace.*

shadow: (when did i get a fire place)

Ash: (heck if I kn0ow, I just put it in there cuz fire places rock!)

shadow: how can you here my thoughts ?

Ash: (beats me, that is one of the many mysterie's we may never know.....)

shadow:(oh ok well please stop it scairs me lol)

Ash: I'm sorry.

Ash: I hope it doesn't happen again either, it freaks me out. O.o

shadow: it's ok

Ash: but we all had a good laugh about it huh? ahahahahahaha

shadow: yea lol * looks at ashley*

Ash: *looks back at shadow.*

shadow: umm i m all done are you?

Ash: yes, lemme take your plate for you,

shadow: no no it's ok you sit i ll take cair of everything

Ash: well bless my lil heart!

shadow: *blush*

Ash:(shadow is such a sweetheart.)

shadow: ( she's so cute)

Ash: *stares at shadow with lil bubbly hearts over her head.*



shadow: hay i m going to phone michelle and sonic to let them know that were at my place k hun...

Ash: ^^ aww!!! he called me hun!!!*sways back and forth.*

shadow: * calls michelles house*

me:hello

shadow: hay michelle it's shadow

me:HAY SHADS

me: what's up

shadow: me and ashley are at my place k

me:ok cool call us to marro ok latter shadow

shadow: latter

Ash: *yells from couch.* hey michelle!!!

Ash: ^^ hahahahahahahahha!!!

shadow: ash she already hung up she said "that her and sonikku had stuff to do around the house"

Ash: haha, whatever, come sit down over here, I need a hug!!!^^

shadow: *blush* umm ok * walkes over to ashley*

Ash: *tackles and glomps.*

shadow: OUCH MY RIBS ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Ash: I needed a hug.^^ hahahaahahahahahahhahahahahaha!!!

shadow: man i think it's broke

*ashley gose to make shadow feel better when he jumps on her making her lose her balence and fall on
top of him as they both die of laugher*

shadow: man i can't beleave you fell for that my ribs are broke ha ha ha.... you did hurt me thought just
be a little more carfull next time k ashley

Ash: ok...^^ HAHAHAHA!!!!

shadow: thanks, man just think me, the ultament life form got hurt by his girlfriend funny don't cha think



ash?

Ash: yeah, funny.*rolls over onto the floor and scoot's next to shadow.*

*at michelles house*

me: hay sonic ya hungry?

sonic: yea starved

me:i can make you some chilly dogs if ya want

sonic: sure ya want some help in there?

me:sure i d love some help sonic

*sonic and michelle cook up some dinner 10 chilly dogs 5 each*

sonic: man that was good

me: yea it was thanks, for the help sonic

sonic: sure any time

*michelle gets up to clear the table

sonic: hay what are you doing?

me:i m clearing the table ? ............

sonic: no your not

me:i m not?

sonic: i m going to you go and rest ok sweety

me:*blush* umm ok sonic..... i ll be i the living room watching TV let me know if you want help ok

sonic: ok my love

*back at shadow's house.*



*shadow and ashley both fell asleep *

Ash:*laces her fingers in between shadow's

shadow: *flienches a bit as he sleeps*

Ash:*smiles.*

Ash:*kisses shadow's cheek.* he is so cute when he sleeps

shadow: *ear twitches*

*at michelles house*

sonic: *comes in to where michelle is*
me:hay michelle

me:huh oh hi sonic.....
sonic: are you ok sweetheart?
me:yea i m fine i just don't know why you didn't want me to help with the cleaning up?........
sonic: oh michelle it's not that i didn't want you to help it's that i wanted to do it for you cause i love you
that's all *blushes alittle*
me:oh sonikku your so thoughtfull * hugs sonic and kisses him on the cheek sonic dose the same*

there we go a nice long storie kinda ^^



7 - chapter7.txt

*at shadows house*

Ash: *curled up in a ball.*

Ash: *YAWN!!!*

Ash:*looks over at shadow.*

Ash: wake up my love!^^

shadow: *sleeping *

Ash: *shakes shadow* c'mon!!!^^ I'm making breakfast!!

Ash: don't you want some???

shadow: *shadow slowly gets up and looks at ashley * it's only 9:30 am

Ash: and? I normally make breakfast for myself at 7!!!^^

shadow: yea and i NORMALLY sleep untill 12:00 pm

Ash: *slightly evil look.* fine, go ahead and sleep. but i know what WILL wake you up...

shadow: * anname sweat*

Ash: *zooms off to kitchen.*

shadow: ................

*ten minutes later.*

*you can smell bacon, eggs, and butter buiscuits all through the house.*

Ash: *has a kiss the cook apron on.* want some???^^

shadow: *gets up fast and crams his face with the delicous food his girlfriend cooked*

Ash: told you I could get you up.^^

shadow: aww man now why ya have ta go and do that



Ash: sets a glass of orange juice down for shadow.*

Ash: just because.*giggles and then fixes herself a plate.*

shadow: lol *smiles at ash*

Ash: *sits down next to shadow.* so, how do you rate the food?

shadow: what scail

Ash: 1-10

Ash: so??

shadow: than it's a 10

Ash: thanks!^^

shadow: any time

Ash: do you like my apron???

shadow: can't see it

Ash: *stands up.*

shadow: *kisses ashley* yep i love it

Ash:---^^--- heehee

*back at michelles house*

me: sonic hay sonic you up yet?

sonic: yea i m up i m maken brekefast

me:ok hay ya want some help

sonic: sure love some

*sonic and michelle made brekefast and had eggs and backon*



sonic: man i m stuffed......

me: me too

sonic: hay lets go out for a run

me: na that's ok you can go your faster than me i wont be able to keep up

sonic: well i ll run your pase that sound cool

me:yes thanks sonic *kisses sonic*

*after the run michelle calls ashley*

ash: *answers celly telly.*(my own word for cellphone.^^)

Ash: yo yo yo, talk to me!

me: hay ashley don't say that it's weird lol so you and shadow want to come over

Ash: hold on, lemme check.SHADOW!!!!

Ash: michelle has invited me and you over.wanna go?

shadow: SURE

Ash: he says, sure so how soon do you want us to come?

me: well how fast can shadow run while holding you lol *hangs up phone*

Ash: c'mon, let's run there shadow

Ash: *does leg stretches.*

shadow: but i just ate

Ash: this is gonna be fun!^^

Ash: do I have to carry you?

shadow: now hold on just a second their missy if their's going to be any carring a round here it's me
carring you *and with that shadow picks up ash and runs off well after he kisses her of course*

Ash: missy???Oo?

Ash:^^LOL



shadow: *blush*

sonic: what's taking them

Ash: hey michelle, hey sonic!^^

both: hi guys

Ash: *gives sonic a high five.* what's up speedy?

sonic: nothen i wish i could say the same thing to shadow but it took you guys for ever to get here lol

shadow: well excuse me but i was craming my face with food when you called

sonic: hay shadow

shadow: what

sonic: lets have a race

shadow: fine with me facker

*sonic and shadow raced off*

me: boys........

Ash: I just don't understand them...wanna go shopping?

me: sure

*at the store*

Ash: oh my gosh, this purse is adorable!

me: let me see wow it's cute

me: oh ashley look at this

Ash: *looks and sees sonic and shadow running up.both are sweating like crazy.*

Ash: oh my gosh!!! this is so adorableness!

Ash: hey boys



both: yea!

Ash: so, who won??

sonic: i did

Ash: it's ok shadow, I'll work out and practice with you.^^

shadow: no i won sonic

sonic: oh sorry you must not of been able to see what with all the dust in you face it was cleary me who
won

Ash: so how bout i buy us all a smoothie?

*sonic and shadow start fighting and michelle trys to brake it up then sonic ACCENDELY hits michelle in
the face*

sonic: oh my goush michelle i m so sorry i... i didn't mean to

*michelle runs out of the mall crying*

shadow: now look what you did sonic

sonic: .........................

Ash: tsk tsk tsk....*runs off after michelle.*

*at some place in the woods*

me:*crys*

Ash:*finds michelle.* you ok

me: no

me: i know sonic didn't mean to hit me but that really hurt *crys*

Ash:*sits down next to michelle.* aww, I'm sorry.

Ash: *calls sonic.*

sonic: *sobs* hello



Ash: hey, I'm with Michelle

sonic: really!!!!!!

sonic: is she ok? *sonic asked worried*

Ash: hold on.*blocks mouth peice.* do you want to talk to him michelle?

me: sure *says in a whisper voice*

me: hello.......

sonic: michelle,

me:yea

sonic: look i m really sorry i hit you i didn't mean it you know i would never do anything that would hurt
you in any way

me:*sighs* i know sonic it's just that it's really hurt and i didn't know what to do so i just ran off i m sorry if
i scared you sonic

sonic: it's ok michelle hold on i ll come and get you and shadow will come to k

me: sure sonic that's fine * hangs up phone*

Ash: so?

me: he will be here in a sconed with shadow......

*just then sonic and shadow come up out of know where*

shadow: ashley come on lets leave them to talk

Ash: ok

shadow:* picks up ashley and leave*

sonic: hay michelle

me:hay sonic

sonic: you mad

me:no, you

sonic: no of couse not i could never be mad at you



me: ..............

sonic: hay lets go back to your house and forget this ever happend sound good

*michelle says nothen but hugs sonic and he picks her up then runs off*

*ashley calls michelles house to make sure everythings fine*

*sonic ancered the phone and*

sonic: ashley

Ash: hey

sonic: hay ..........

Ash: is everything ok now?

sonic: i don't really know ash she hasn't said anything for a while now and she wont even look at me

Ash: put me on the phone with her please.

sonic: sure

sonic: here michelle it's ashley

Ash: hey michelle, is everything ok between you guys now????you seem very quiet towards him...tell
me what's wrong! I wanna help

me: nothen's rong *michelle walks into another room away from sonic*

Ash: michelle, tell me what's wrong. you haven't spoken to him for hours!!!!

me: well it's nothen really

Ash: please tell me michelle. he is very concerned!

me: i know i know .............

Ash: ok, and?what else is it?

me: it's nothen ashley really * sighs*

Ash: tell me michelle, you can trust your bestest friend

me: i know i can trust you i have nothing to hind i just can't tell any one any thing right now that's all



Ash: then maybe you can tell sonic...

me: WHAT know that's ok

Ash: you need to talk to him michelle, I think he might go haywire if you don't

me: .......................

Ash:....tell him

Ash: you know you need to

me: i... i can't

Ash: are you just depressed?

shadow: hay ash is michelle ok?

Ash: telling someone makes you feel better

Ash: I think so.

me: no it wont

shadow: you sure ash

Ash: umm...I'm not sure

Ash: you need me to come over there michelle?

me: no i m fine really *sonic has an ear pressed up agienst the door*

Ash: oh please, he is really worried

* michelle hangs up the phone*

so how did u like da storie ^^



8 - chapter8.txt

Ash:--;;

shadow: hun what happend?

Ash: she's really depressed

shadow: how depressed?

Ash: very...

shadow: maby i should go over just to make sure every things's all right

Ash: I'm coming too

shadow: k

*at michelle's house*

sonic *knocks on door* michelle come on i worried about you come on oppen up please

shadow: hay sonic

Ash: hi people

sonic: hay guys.....

Ash:*puts her hand on sonic's shoudler.*it's gonna be ok

sonic: i hope so

shadow: michelle you ok

Ash: *knock knock.* michelle, it's ash, can i come in?

*no ancer*

Ash: michelle?



Ash: that's it, I'm coming in

*door is locked up tight*

Ash:*gets picklocketing kit out of her purse.*

*door is bolted up*

Ash: michelle, you can't stay in there forever!*works with picklocketing kit.*

sonic: hay where's shadow?

*shadow climes in window that goes to michelles room *

shadow: michelle you ok *shuts window*

Ash: the kit isn't working, but my foot will!!!

me: *runs up and hugs shadow*

shadow: * hugs her back* it's going to be ok i promess

me: shadow, i know he didn't mean to do it it's just that.....

shadow: shhhhhhh it will be ok come on tell me what's rong

*sonic and ash here them talken*

Ash: shhh...forget th foot sonic.

sonic: why?

Ash: we can hear!><

sonic:oh ok

Ash:*listening*

*shadow is still holding michelle and michelle is still crying*

me:ok when sonic hit me i didn't know what to do it was shocking to me because i never thought he
would ever do that to me

shadow: but he didn't mean to

me:i know but i didn't know what to do so i ran then when sonic came for me i was happy



shadow: but why are you sad now?

me:because im... im scaird of him and i m in so much pain

shadow: awww michelle * hugs her tigther to make her feel better*

me: shadow * for some reason michelle felt better knowing that everything was going to be ok that she
could turst sonic, the sound of shadows heart beat made her less depressed* (AN i know it's kinda
corney but we worked hard on it and we like it ^^)

shadow: you ok michelle *shadow let go of michelle* yea can you go get sonic for me

shadow: sure, hay sonic michelle wants to talk to you now

*shadow gose to unlock the door*

Ash: *whispers to michelle.* now do you see why i love shad so much?

me: -_-() yea

*sonic walks in*

*shadow colsed the door so the can be alone*

Ash:*holds shadow's hand.*

Ash: so, while they are making up, what do you want to do? *kisses shadow very softly*

(NOT LIKE THAT!O-O)

shadow: huh oh sorry i just worried that's all

Ash:*hugs shadow.* it's ok...

shadow: for some reason i m the only one who can get her to tell her feelings

Ash:*thinks with a sad look on her face..*

shadow: sorry ashley did i upset you?

Ash:no...not really...I'm just. sorta jealous...*blushes.*

shadow: well don't be some people just ....

Ash: *tries to hide her sadness with a smile.*



Ash: its ok...I'm fine

shadow: no your not come on we don't want you to get sad too *hugs ashley*

Ash:*starts crying and hugs shadow.*

shadow: come on don't cry

Ash: I'm just feeling a little scared, that's all...*hugs shadow very tightly.*

shadow: scaird why

Ash: for everybody...I have a feeling something bad is gonna happen...and i don't want it to...

shadow: don't worrie i m here i wont let any one hurt you in any way promess ;-)

Ash:*kisses shadow. and hugs him very tightly.*

shadow: (i hope those two are alright in there)

*in the room with sonic and michelle*

* sonic and michelle are just sitting on the bed*

sonic: michelle i really sorry for what i did please don't be affred of me

me: sonic i m sorry for worring you and the others it's just i was just a little shocked that you did that
that's all *hugs sonic*

sonic: it's ok michelle i promiess i will NEVER do that again

me: sonikku * when sonic heard that he was happy cause that ment that she trusted him again so he just
sat there and held her wanting never to let go then the two soon fell fast a sleep in each others arms*

Ash:I'm so tired.*still looks a bit sad.*

shadow: why are you still sad sweet heart

Ash: I don't know.*holds onto shadow.*

shadow: it's ok maby it's just because michelle knows that i v been through alot ya know ash rember
when i told you what happend to me on ARK

Ash: I'm so sorry for that shadow.*hugs him* nobody deserves all the pain you've been through...

shadow: *blush* your not mad at michelle or me right



Ash: how could i be mad at my best friend or my boyfriend

shadow: thanks

Ash: was that sarcastic or for real?

shadow: real why

Ash:ok, makin sure

Ash: should we go check on them?

shadow: i was just about to say the same thing

Ash:*laces her fingers inbetween shadow's fingers. *blushes very hard.*

shadow: *laughs a little and both get up to check on the two*

Ash:*stays very close to shadow.*

shadow: ( she seems to be a bit nerves)

Ash: let's go.*slowly turns the knob to the door.*

shadow: awwwwwwwwww

Ash: *looks at sonic and michelle sleeping.*

shadow: looks like they made up

Ash: they are so peacful, let's stay over here for tonight hmmm?

shadow: sure i ll pull out the extra beds and everything you just take it easy k

Ash: I'm helping hun.

shadow: no it's ok i ll do it

Ash:*gets out and extra bed for herself.*

Ash:*sly smile.*

shadow: *laughs*

Ash:*lays out some very nice blankets for both of the beds*

*ashley and shadow soon fall fast a sleep*



Ash: night shadow.*kisses him*

shadow: night ash *kisses her back*

*holds onto shadow like he is a stuffed toy.*^^

shadow: ashley wake up

Ash:*groans

shadow: now look who dosen't want to get up lol

*shadow tickles ashley maken her fall over on the floor*

Ash: AHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!! HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAA!!!^^ I GIVE UP!!!

shadow: ha the ultment life form once again is the winer

Ash: but i get the prize.*hugs shadow and gives him a big kiss.*

shadow: ahhh no i m melting

Ash: ^_~

Ash: oh what a world!you're not melting!!!

shadow: shadow: yes i am

Ash: yeah, onto my lap. IF you really were.

shadow: hmph how would you know your not me

Ash: because! I know you very well!

shadow: true

Ash: let's go wake up michelle and sonic.

shadow: k

Ash:*rubs chin.* but how to procede??*evil grin.*

shadow: so like me

Ash: *grabs air horn.*



shadow: ash don't do that

Ash: aww!!!>< how come??

shadow: you don't know what they will do michelle might think it's sonic and sonic will think it's a alarm
going off in the city

Ash: but it would have been as funny as the time we all went to the christmas party><

shadow: don't remind me

starthehedgie13: Ash: HAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHA!!! I remember that!!!><*dying of laughter.*

shadow: grunt

starthehedgie13: Ash: remember the scarf i gave you that year?

shadow: yea what about it

Ash: I always thought you looked so cute in my hand-knitted scarf...*blush.*

shadow: *blush*

Ash: *hugs shadow.* let's go

shadow: ok

*the room*

shadow: sonic wake up

sonic: why

shadow: because i said so

sonic: that's not a good enough reason for me

shadow: *smakes sonic acrost the head* don't get smart with me faker

sonic: whatever where's michelle

shadow: right next to you smart @$$

Ash: Oo....oooh..violence....Hey michelle, it's time to get up.

me: no



Ash: why?

me: cause

ash: cause why?

me: because

ash: because why?

sonic: let me show you how to get her up ash

Ash: spare me the lecture.

sonic: no need for one just watch k

sonic: michelle get up

me: no

sonic: why

me: don't feel like it

sonic: fine then you give me no chose

me: Oo (i don't like where this is going)

sonic: shadow get me the shaving cream *sonic wispers*

shadow: ok here

sonic: last chance michelle get up

me: NEVER ^^

sonic: alright * sonic sprays shaving cream all over michelle*

me: aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa noooooooo it's so fomey and creamy i wont go down with out a fight *michelle
takes a can of shaving cream away from sonic and gets sonic in the face untill the can runs out sonics
ran out too then michelle looked at shadow*

me: why chya give him the shaving cream

shadow: wanted to see what he would do ^^

me: like you didn't know



shadow: nope ^^ ( yes )

me: yea i bet

Ash: *grabs machine gun full of shaving cream..*I OM THA TERMINATAH!

Ash: FEAR MY RATH!

me: noooooooooooooooooooooo run

shadow: umm ashley don't do what i think your going to do

Ash: *sprays shaving cream everywhere.*MUAHAHAHAHAHAHAA!!! *chases sonic michelle and
shadow around the room shooting shaving cream at them.*

shadow: why bother

sonic: yea really

me: were scrwed

Ash: *laughs at the three of them covered in shaving cream.*

Ash:^^...ha...haha...HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAAHAHAHAHAHHAAHAHAHAA!!!!!

*michelle takes the gun and gets ashley *

Ash: *hides behind shadow.* help me....oo

shadow: sorry kid your on your one

Ash: momma...--;;

*as michelle totly kills ash with shaving cream they here a voce from the door*

me: i ll get it

???: hello room serves i v come to clean your room

Ash:*covered in shaving cream.*

Ash: you might not like what you see then....

room serves: why

Ash: just go look...



*the room serves lady who was called korie walked in the room*

korie: WTF i m not clening this mess *walks out of room and *

shadow: now wate just a minunt your room serves so you WILL clean this room it's your job

korie: ok

Ash: well. I now am a blob of shaving cream...with a blob of shaving cream for a boyfriend ^^

me: me too

kayla and alexa: can we come back in the storie now

me: fine

kayla and alexa: yea

Ash:*hugs onto shadow.* HE'S MINE...

Ash: *lays her head down on shadow's shoulder.*

shadow: *blush*

sonic: so what do ya want to do

kayla: well we could

me: KAYLA WE ARE NOT LOOKEN AT PORN YOU PERV!!!!!

kayla: awww man

Ash: >< ewww....*hugs onto shadow.*

alexa: it's porn tastick

me: oh my god DR. PHILL OPRA

dr. p and opra : yea

me: get thes two some help they are porn lovers and bring them back when they are unporned

dr. p and opra: got cha

Ash:*lays down in shadow's lap.*



shadow: you tired darlin

Ash: yes hun. because someone woke me up..*looks at shadow*

shadow: *laughs* wonder who that could be ^^

^^ Weird i know kayla and alexa r from FAC kayla is sailor_saturn and alexa is buzza korie had an
account but she no longer has a computer
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Ash: *finishes off bowl of cereal.*

Ash: ^^ yummy!

Ash: *goes to wash bowl.*

Sonic: hay let's go to the movies guys

Shadow: fine with me

Me: me too

Ash: sure.

me: what do you want to see?

Ash: what's playing?

me: umm weading crashers

Ash: well, what else is out

me: the devils rejects

ash: anything else? (they sure do have a lame selection...)

me: ok how about dark water

ash: hmmmmmmmmm............

me: oh look a movie that has already been played is being played i can't see what's it called sonic

sonic: i think it says Spiderman

ash: ya'll pick, I'm good with purtty much anything

me: oh ok how about weading crashers then

sonic: fine with me

shadow: yea me too how about you ash



Ash: like i said, anything is good with me, long as it ain't science movies LOL

* 3 hours latter the movie is over *

sonic: * laugh*

shadow: what's so funny

sonic: michelle fell a sleep

shadow: well pick her up and lets go home it's 7:00 pm

sonic: ok

shadow: Ashley you awake

Ash:*passed out on shadow's lap and snoring like a dog.*

shadow: well gess we better take them home

sonic: yea i ll call ya tomorrow shadow

shadow: ok latter

Ash:*drooling.*(LOL)

shadow: yuck ^^

Ash: *wakes up.* huh???

shadow: ashley go back to sleep

Ash: no problem.* out cold.*

shadow: yep she's so like me *smiles*

Ash: sorry if i snore...

shadow: that's ok

Ash: haha.^^--;;*out cold again.*

shadow: *yawns*



Ash:.....

*michelles house *

sonic: man i m tired and it's only 7:30pm

me:huh sonic where am i

sonic: it's ok michelle your in my arms

me:ok why

sonic: because you fell sleep at the movies

me: oh ok man i have a head acke

sonic: just go to sleep were almost home

me: k *passes out*

*with shad and ash*

Ash: *shivers in sleep.*

shadow: * stops in his tracks* you ok

Ash: huh? oh yeah, *puts her fleece jacket on.*

shadow: good i thought something was wrong* starts to run again*

Ash: just a bit cold, that's all.*closes eyes.*

shadow: *keeps on running*

*shadow can feel ashleys warm breath on his shoulder.*

shadow: *looks at her just to make sure she's really ok*

Ash: I'm fine hun. * blush*



shadow: i was just maken sure

Ash: you are just so sweet.

shadow: * winks at her*

Ash:*falls asleep on shadow*

Ash:*ear twitches.*

*michelle house*

sonic: finally were home

me:sonic

sonic: yea michelle

me:i don't feel so good

sonic: awww anything i can do to help

me:yeah can you take my tempter

sonic: sure * takes temp* *checks temp* 105 WTF THAT CAN'T BE RIGHT sonic calls the hospital than
shadow

Ash: *is woken by shadow's celly.*

Ash: whoa.. want me to get that shad hun..?

shadow: yea would ya

Ash: *answer's celly.*hello?

sonic: shadow

ash: he's sorta buisy, it's ash

sonic: oh hay can you and shadow come down to the hospital something's rong with michelle

Ash: ok, we will.*hangs up.* shadow, something is wrong with michelle, she and sonic are at the hospital



shadow: WHAT * falls out of bed*

Ash:*can't help but laugh at shadow*

Ash: yeah. let's go

shadow: * grabs ashley and runs as fast as he can ot hospital*

Ash:*grabs scarf on the way out.*

* hospital*

shadow: hay sonic

sonic: hay shadow

shadow: do ya know if she's ok

sonic: nope

*then doctor comes in and askes for a mr sonic the hedgehog*

sonic: yea that's me

dr: well the girl you brought in she's going to be ok she just has a high fever and some food poisoning so
you have nothing to worry about

sonic: good so when can i take her home

dr: proubly tomorrow

sonic: ok can me and my friends go and see her

dr: sure

sonic: thanks hay guys we can go see her

shadow and ash: sweet

Ash: *holds onto shadow's hand very nervously.*

shadow: sweet heart it's ok sonic said the dr said it wasn't serious



shadow: it's ok

sonic: michelle?

Ash: you ok michelle?

me: yea

sonic: you ok?

me: yea i m fine thanks for the help sonic

sonic: any time michelle

me:hay guys

shadow: hay michelle

Ash: I'm glad it wasn't serious.how are you feeling right now?

me: i feel like never eating popcorn again

sonic: *laughs*

Ash: I'd feel like that too.

me: hay all of you feel ok right

sonic: yea i m fine shadow

shadow: yep ash you ok too

ash: yeah i m just fine ^^

sonic: you want me and the others to stay the night

me: sure if you want to

Ash: good, cuz I'm sleepy already.^^*YAWN!!!!*

me: your always tired ashley lol

Ash: *turns the other way and quietly sneezes.* oo....scuse me.

sonic: bless you



Ash: *sneezes again.* Oo...what tha crap!?

me: bless you

Ash: thank you...

sonic: yep

Ash: shadow hun, are you ok?

shadow: huh yea i m fine don't worrie about me

ash: *kisses shadow on the forehead.*

shadow: *just stands their*

Ash: what's the matter?

shadow: *sighs*

Ash:*scoots next to shadow.* tell me what's wrong hun

shadow: it's just that i don't know what's wrong with me

Ash: tell me how you feel.

shadow: i can't explain it even i don't know

Ash*holds shadow and doesn't let go.* if you ever get the explanation, you need to tell me.

shadow: *crys* i m not sure if i ll ever get the explanation but if i do i ll let you know

Ash*goes in to kiss shadow.* everything is ok.

*shadow runs out of the room *

Ash: *feels cold and lost again

me: ashley don't worrie he's just confessed

Ash: oh man, not this crap again.*holds arms tightly.*

me: ashley just give him some time alone he ll come back don't worrie

Ash: I'm worried about him..*crys in her hands.*

me: *gets out of bead* it will be alright



Ash: *sniff.*

*with shadow*

shadow: what's rong with me *crys*

*hospital*

Ash:*crying.*

sonic: ash it will be ok he's just confused give him some time

Ash: I know....

Ash:*sniff.* he was frightened...I could see it in his eyes...*sniff sniff.*

me: frighten? of what

sonic: ashley i m sure shadow knows that you only wanted to help he ll come back promess

Ash:...*still crying.*

shadow: *walks in* hay why ya cryen *winks at her*

Ash: *hangs head and gets a happy grin on her face. hugs the crap outta shadow.*

shadow: easy easy don't kill me

ash:I missed my shadow....

shadow: i missed you too and i m sorry for leaven my girl in the dust like that

Ash:*kisses shadow like she's saying, I love you.*

shadow: *holds ashley in his arms* i love you too

sonic: hay shadow where cha go buddy

shadow: can it hedgehog



Ash: SHHHHHHHH!!!!!! XP!!!*goes back to cuddling shadow.*

shadow: *smiles*

me: we were all very worried about you shadow

shadow: you were

Ash: yes, but me mostly babe.*kisses shadow.*

shadow: yea well i can see that lol *blush*

sonic: hay nurse can we take our friend home now

nurse: well how do you feel michelle

me: fine

nurse well then you can go

everyone: yea

Ash: don't blush, you mean it.*smiles wisely*

shadow: huh

Ash: you mean you love me.*holds onto shadow like a magnet*

shadow: yes i love you, love you like i always have now lets get out of here *wink*

Ash:*walks out the door with shadow hand in hand.*

I think that this chap is rather cute ^^
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*shadows house*

Ash:*kicks back on the couch.*

Ash: home sweet home, eh shadster?

shadow: yea, if you say so

Ash: LOL!!!

shadow: what's so funny

Ash: i dunno, just laughin for the heck of it.*hugs shadow.*

shadow: awwww thanks

Ash: *sleeping on couch.*

shadow: ashley?

Ash:*rolls over*

shadow: ASHLEY!!!

Ash: *growls at him.*

shadow: what

Ash: seeping....

shadow: so now your up

Ash: no.*rolls back over.*

shadow: *takes covers off ash* wake up

Ash: noooo.....><

shadow: yessss



Ash:noooo..........

shadow: *picks up ashley over his solder* come on ash time to get up

Ash:noooo..T.T

shadow: *puts ashley in the pool whitch he never knew he had till now* wake up

Ash:GAHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!><*shivering nd crying..* I SO COLD....

shadow: now your up

Ash: *her lip quivers at shadow.* why did you throw me in?????

shadow: you wouldn't wake up and it's 90 dergres out here so you wont die lol

Ash:*falls over.* doh...

shadow: hun you ok

Ash: too cold....the least you could do is get me a towel...><

shadow: ok here ya go

Ash:....><*gets shivers*

shadow: you can't be that cold

Ash: I am....OO

shadow: g i m sorry didn't know....

Ash: *picks shadow up and throws him in the pool.* WHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!^^

shadow: dam i should have known you would do that

Ash: *flails her arms and runs around in circles.*

Ash: payback is sweet!^^

shadow: yea well just rember that i m faster than you and...* runs behind ashley* i will get you back
*pushes ashley in pool*

Ash:Oo.........

Ash: do you mind???



shadow: *jumps in too* canen ball

Ash:*ducks under the water.*OO.....

Ash: ^^

shadow: huh where chya go

Ash:*pops out from under the water.*

shadow: shoot

Ash: *hugs shadow.*^^

shadow: *blush*

Ash: I love you even though you woke me up.^^

shadow: awww well i love you even though you ll be leaven soon

Ash:????

shadow: under water C YAS LOL

Ash: --****

shadow: * brings ashley up from the water and give her a hug*

Ash: *gets out and quickly goes to the diving board.*

shadow: ......

Ash: WHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!*ashleigh does 2 flips and lands in a canon ball.*

shadow: *grabs ash and gives her a kiss on the lips*

Ash: *thinking: YAHOO!!!!><*dying of her red cheeks.*

shadow: lets go back in side and i ll make us some brakefast, sound good

Ash: after you my prince.^^*plays around.*

shadow: no i ensist you first my lady

Ash:*grabs shadow and hugs him.* my shadow, you can't have him, he is MINE you hear me? MINE
MINE MINE!!!



shadow: umm ok lets just go in side

*in shadows kicten*

Ash: *goes back to sleep on the couch.*

shadow: ashley.... ASHLEY!!!

Ash:.....*rolls over and puts a pillow on her head.*

shadow: fine then i will eat all this food my self

Ash:*looks over the couch with one eye open.* and you need to remember, I'm quite stronger than you
are.*

shadow: r not

Ash: am too!

shadow: fine prove it

Ash: how should i prove it? come on, you're the tough guy.*puts her hands on her hips waiting for
shadow to talk.*

shadow: look behind you *shadow is behind her*

Ash:*looks behind her.*

Ash: ????

shadow: hi

Ash: what??? are you trying to tell me you wanna go head on head with, ME????

shadow: *shows musles on his arm* if your up for it ash

Ash: oooh... so hot.*fan girl scream.*

shadow: i know

Ash: *falls back.*



shadow: * chatches ash*

Ash: my hottie.*hearts in her eyes.*

shadow: * blushes*

Ash: check this out.*rips off the sleeves of her shirt and has really good biceps.*

shadow: lol * rolls over laughen*

Ash: ???

shadow: * continunes to laugh*

Ash:.....*walks out of room.* men....

shadow: hay hay ash i m sorry come on don't be that way come on

Ash: looks down the stairs.* I'M STILL STRONGER THAN YOU!><*slams the door.*

shadow: i hope she dosen't stay mad at me * gose to his room and lightly crys*

Ash: *sigh.* and as always, nobody takes me seriously...*sits in her window and plays her guitar.*

shadow: i wasn't laughen at her i just thought it was funny how much she's like me, that's all * still cryen*

Ash: *hears something downstairs and outs down her guitar.*

Ash: *listening to shadow.*....*slowly creeps into his room.*

Ash: *sits down on the bed beside him.*

shadow: * to upset to know she's there*

Ash: *puts her hand on shadow's shoulder.*

shadow: *looks over at ashley*

Ash: did I tick you off?

shadow: *soft voice* no

Ash: I'm sorry. I'm just .

shadow: *still cryen*

Ash: *turns away from shadow.* I'm just a jerk...



shadow: huh ashley wate

Ash: now i feel bad...

shadow: * crys even harder now as he runs to his room* grate now she's really pissed at me were
prouble over ...........

Ash: WAIT!!! *runs after shadow.*

shadow: *in his room but left the door open incase she comes back*

Ash: oh great, now he probly hates me......I don't want to lose him.....I love him so much....*tear drop falls
on the floor.*

shadow: ( will she ever come back)
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Ash: ( I feel awful now....what if he hates me? what if he doesn't want to be with me anymore?)

shadow: maby i should go back, no she ll proubly yell at me or something... well i ll never know untill i try
* gose to find ashley*

Ash: *sitting on the stairs crying in her hands.*

shadow: um ashley....

Ash: *looks up at shadow with teary eyes.*

shadow: * lookes at her sad eyes*

Ash: *gets up and runs into shadow's arms and cries on his shoulder.*

shadow: *stands there hugen her never wanting to let go*

Ash: I love you so much......

shadow: i love you too ashley, you know i wasn't laugnen at you

Ash: I'm so so sorry... I never ever meant to hurt you.

shadow: hay you didn't hurt me i was upset with my self knowing that i hurt you so badly * tear drops
from his face*

Ash: I don't wanna break-up....I'm just so in love with you.

shadow: * hugs her tigther* i don't want wanna brake up with you eather *can't stop cryen*

Ash:*wipes away shadow's tears and lays her head on shadow's shoulder.*

shadow: ( i feel like a loser but i love her so who cairs)

Ash: *gets close to shadow's face.* I love you.*whispers.*

shadow: i love you too * both shair a romantic kiss*

Ash: *feels her cheeks turning red.*

shadow: *still kinda cryen lightly*



Ash: *falls asleep in shadow's arms.*

shadow: awww she's so sweet i ll take her bake in side * puts ash on the couch and lays next to her still
holden her in his arms*

Ash: *rubs her nose while she sleep.*

* two hours latter*

Ash: *wakes up and is in shadow's arms.*

shadow: *still a sleep*

Ash: *kisses shadow on the forehead.* wake up my sunshine.

shadow: tired....

Ash: I love you.

Ash: *laying on shadow's chest.*

shadow: i love you too

Ash: gimme a hug!!!^^

shadow: * gives ash a hug*

Ash: wanna go see michelle and sonic?

shadow: what time is it

Ash: beats me...

shadow: ok lets go

Ash: *ties a pretty yellow ribbon in her hair.*

shadow: i ll call michelle k ash

Ash: *turns around* ok

*michelles house*

me: sonic the phone



sonic: i m in the shower

me: k i ll get it ...... hello

shadow: hay michelle

me: sups shad

shadow: not much you and sonic want to hang out

me: sure umm you and ash want to come over here

shadow: sure

me: k bye

shadow: bye

Ash: do you like my ribbon???

shadow: *smiles* yea i love it

Ash: I knew you would!^^ *hugs shadow*

shadow: * blush*

Ash: I think i might keep the ribbon^^ it looks cuteness on me

shadow: i agree

shadow: come on lets go ash

Ash: *twirls around the room and into shadow's arms.* ok

* michelles house*

shadow: hay people

Ash: hiya michelle!^^ notice anything new?

*sonic and michelle are fighten not hit figthen yelling*



Ash:><*plugs ears.*

sonic: i can't belive you lost it

me: what do ya mean i lost it

sonic: you know what i mean

me: YOU HAD IT LAST SONIC NOT ME * walkes out of room*

Ash: lost what?!

sonic: huh oh hi guys

shadow:sonic what was that all about

sonic: oh were trying to find the remote

shadow: that's all -_-()

sonic: yea

shadow: ya know you prouble hurt her feelings right she's prouble in her room cryen her eyes out first ya
hit her then ya yell at her if i were you i d go up their to see if she's ok

sonic: oh crap your right

Ash: *sighs and rolls her eyes.* dang straight

*michelles room*

Ash: all this over a remote huh?

shadow: weird huh

Ash: so wierd.

shadow: i better go see if she's ok

Ash: go get'em tiger

shadow:ok



shadow: hay sonic she ok

sonic: don't know she wont ancer

shadow:michelle it's me can i come in

me: sure

shadow: * walks in* you ok

me: yea im totally fine

shadow: you sure

yea i mean i m a little upset that sonic yelled at me but at least he didn't hit me not that he would at least
not on perpous

shadow: want to talk to him

me: sure

shadow: sonic come in here

sonic: you ok michelle

me: yea fine

sonic: *walkes colser to michelle*

*michelle tacles sonic to the groung playfully and *

me: you had the remote last ^^

sonic: *playfully grabs her rist and pins her to the ground* did not

*michelle trys to get out of his grip but can't*

*ashley comes up stairs to see what's hapen*

Ash: HELLO!!!!^^

shadow: hay sweety pull up a chair and come sit next to me

Ash: *pulls up a chair.*

shadow: sonic and michelle made up and are play fighting



Ash: *pushes chair out of the way* how bout i just share a seat with you?

Ash: *sits down on shadow's lap and hugs him.*

shadow: popcorn ash

Ash: yum!^^ *gets up off of shad, and goes to make some for everybody.*

shadow: umm ash i have some right here

Ash: oh....ok

Ash: in that case...*hops back in shadow's lap and takes the popcorn bowl.*

shadow: lol

sonic: i told you michelle you had it last

me: no i didn't * brakes free from sonics grip*

Ash: *rubs up against shadow's cheek with her nose.* I luvs you.^^

shadow: * holds her close* i love you too

Ash: *is so nervous her jaw is shaking like crazy.*

shadow: hum you ok hun

Ash: your eyes...they are so pretty.

shadow: *closes eyes* ha now you can't see them

Ash: *quickly kisses shadow on the lips. and smiles at him.*

Ash: come on, don't be a cheater.

shadow: who said i was cheating

Ash: you little cheater.

shadow: i did nothen ^^

Ash: oh really???

shadow: yes really

Ash: would you lie to a beautiful girl like me????



shadow: * opens one eye and gives ash a kinda evil smile* maby

Ash: tell the truth...*gives him the flirty inoccent look.*

shadow: ............ *smiles*

Ash: you are so lying! I can see it in your gorgeous eyes!!!

shadow: i would never lie to you ash you should know that

Ash: aww....I love you too.

shadow: *gets up and hopes ashley will fallow him*

Ash: *grabs onto shadow's hand.* oh no you don't mister, I'm coming with you

shadow: where to the bathroom o0

Ash: fine, i won't follow you!*crosses arms and play pouts*

shadow: lol * kisses her on cheek*

*shadow didn't really go to the bath room he went to cheet on her kidding but what he really did was go
into the woods because he wants to do something special for his girl*
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* shadow comes back*

Ash: *whistling and playing her guitar.*

* sonic and michelle sitll playing*

shadow: ashley come with me

Ash: okie tay.

*shadow takes ashley to the farest and in the flowers it says ( will you marrie me sweety)

Ash: *GASP!!!* it's.....beautiful......*drops on the ground*

shadow: *smiles* well

Ash: you for real?

shadow: hun i would never lie to you

shadow: * hugs ash and gives her a big kiss on the lips*

Ash: *falls over onto shadow.* yes, i do.

shadow: yes this is the happest day of my life

Ash: mine too.*starts crying.* I love you.

shadow: i love you too

*shadow holds her tight then a strange red hedgehog comes out of nowhere wanting to kill ashley*

Ash: AAAHHH

???: ash you will die for this

shadow: ashley get behind me, hay man back off touch her and it will be your life

Ash: wah??? what the heck!!

* both duke it out for a bit shadow has a cut on his face and a busted arm but he won*



Ash: *runs over to shadow.*

Ash: are you ok? and who is this guy? and why did he want me? *rips off part of her shirt and tried to
help shadow with his arm.*

shadow: ouch easy their ash i don't know him i m glad your safe and it's just a scratch.... i fine

Ash: *hugs shadow* I'm glad you're ok. lemme see how deep this wound is.

Ash: *checking shadow's face.*

shadow: i m the ultment life form rember i ll be ok

Ash: not helping!*still wraping shadow's arm up.*

shadow: well at least your safe that's all i caire about

Ash: lay off the workout till this heals ok sweat heart?

shadow: WHAT BUT , BUT

Ash: NO! no work out. it will hurt really badly

shadow: but i m the ultm

Ash: NO!><

shadow: aurg... fine

Ash: I don't want my baby hurt anymore

shadow: like i said it's just a scratch

Ash: *gives shadow the pretty please stare.*

shadow: i said i wouldn't don't be so worried ash

Ash: *sad look.* I'm.....scared....

shadow: * hugs ash with his good arm* about what

Ash: that guy.....I-I'm scared he'll get me or something...

shadow: * gets all serious* he won't don't worri ash if he even thinks about hearting you it will be his life

Ash: *turns around and hugs shadow and doesn't want to ever let go.*



shadow: *nearly passes out *

Ash: *her eyes open very fast and her heart races.* SHADOW!!!

Ash: *quickly gets behind him and he falls into her lap.*

shadow: i m fine tired but fine

Ash: I worry about you....tell me the truth...you know you can.

shadow: i am telling you the truth sweetheart

Ash: *a tear falls down on shadow's nose.* tell me now if there's something you aren't...when I'm tired, I
don't fall out like that.

shadow: no really huh.... i m just tired * hugs ash trying to make her feel better*

Ash:*sniffs and wipes away her tears.

shadow: * gets up * look really ash i m fine if it will make you feel better i ll go to the hospital

Ash: you don't have to do anything against your will....*looks down.* I just wanna look out for you.

shadow: i know i know but i don't want you to worrie about me ALL the time your ll get stress marks

Ash: *laughs a bit* haha...*hugs shadow and doesn't let go for anything.*

shadow: come on lets go home * winks*

Ash: *holds onto shadow's good arm.*

* shadows house*

Ash: *has fallen asleep in shadow's lap.*

shadow: * good arm raped around ashley * man am i ever tired

Ash: *sleeping peacefully.*

shadow: ( i m glad she's safe but if that hedgehog ever comes back i ll be ready)

Ash: *rolls over in her sleep and hugs on shadow.*



shadow: * blush wispers* don't worrie ash i wont let any one hurt you, ever

Ash: *slowly opens her eyes half way and looks at shadow.*

shadow: huh, oh sorry ash did i wake you

Ash: *shakes her head.*

shadow: good go back to sleep k sweety * gives comferting smile*

*sits up in shadow's lap and just looks a his eyes from a very close distant.*

shadow: * looks into ashleys eyes* come on ash we have been through a lot to day we need our rest

Ash: *lays her head down on shadow's shoulder and her hair brushes his face slightly.* whispers: I love
you. and don't forget that.*

shadow: i wont and i love you too

* michelles house*

sonic: i wonder what's taken ash and shadow

me: me too i m going to call ash to see if everything's ok

* ashleys cell*

shadow: i better get that..... hello

me: hay shadow everything ok

shadow: yea everythings fine hay i got to go k michelle

me: ok C YA shadow

shadow: latter

Ash: *sprawled out on the couch seeming to sleep restlessly.*

shadow: i hope she's ok

*shadow heres nose from windo*

shadow: who's there



???: wouldn't you like to know

shadow: you why... why do you want to hurt ashley so badly

???: i don't know i m just bord and killing you will be a boness

Ash: *opens eyes instantly.* *GASP!*

shadow: ASH RUN!!!!!!!!!!!!

Ash: *crying instantly.* SHADOW!!!

shadow: * jumps on the evil hedgehog* ASHLEY GO NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Ash: I'M COMING BACK FOR YOU! HOLD OFF TILL I GET BACK OK!!!!

Ash: *runs off to get sonic and michelle.*

???: i ll get you ash you can run but you can't hide

shadow: YOU WILL NOT TOUCH HER!!!!!!! * pushes hedgehog out windo and jumps out after him*

Ash: *running and her heart pounding like crazy.* (I HAVE TO GET SONIKKU AND MICHELLE!!!)

* michelles house

me: sonic

sonic: yea michelle

me: something's not right

sonic: what do you mean
me :i don't know, i m going over shadows house to check on them * just then ash comes bursting
through the door*

Ash: YOU GOTTA HELP!!! SOME EVIL HEDGHOG IS AFTER ME AND SHADOW!!!*sweating like
crazy** just then, a rage bursts out of her and she goes atomic ash.*

Ash: C'MON!!! LET'S GO!

sonic and michelle:* fallows ash*

Ash: RARRRGH!!!!!*goes and smashes the hedgehog in the face with her fist.*



Ash: YOU LEAVE HIM ALONE!!! YOU WILL PAY FOR THE TROUBLE YOU'VE CAUSE!!!

???: what how dare you

shadow: ASHLEY I TOLD YOU TO RUN FOR IT I DON'T WANT YOU KILL BECAUSE OF ME

Ash: I WON'T BE KILLED!!! HE HAS CAUSED ME FEAR PAIN AND SUFFERING!!! AND I WON'T
HAVE HIM HURT US OR MICHELLE AND SONIC ANYMORE!!!!*delivers a gigantic fire blast from both
her palms.*

shadow: fine but don't get your self killed you eather sonic, michelle

all: we wont

Ash: NOW GET IN HERE AND LET'S TAKE THIS PUNK OUT!

???: ha you thing i m scaired of a 12 year old, a punk teenager, a criple, and a facker

shadow: * kicks hedgehog in face* don't talk about my friends like that and no one calls sonic a facker
but me , ya got that dog

Ash: WOOHOO!!! ^^ GO SHADOW!!! THAT'S MY BABY!

* just then a gun fires*

Ash: *covers her mouth in shock.* AHHHH!!!

shadow: huh

police: * picks up red hedgehoge* thanks for helpen us catch this guy he's been on the run ever sence
he kill his own mother

sonic: he killed his mother man what a sicko

police: yea he kills people for the fun of it but he's dead not so you can go on with your lifes

shadow: finally that's good news passes out

Ash: *eyes are diolated.*

Ash: *barely breathing.*

sonic: umm michelle we better take shadow and ash to the hospitial

me: i think so too * get's shadow sonic gets ash*



* hospitial*

shadow wake up

shadow: *gets up* where am i

sonic: hospistal

shadow: * sits up in hospitial bed* where's ashley

right next to you

shadow: * looks over and smils* glad she's ok

Ash:*sleeping.*

*all vistiors had to leave*

shadow: ash can you here me * worried*

*she can hear him, but she is like, sleepish.*

shadow: hun ancer me i need to know if your ok

Ash: *sqeezes her fist together.*

Ash: (hopefully he could see that, because i can't tlk or do anything...I feel so helpless..)

shadow: gess she can't here me i really hope she's ok if she's hurt because of me i... i just don't know
what i ll do

Ash: *moans.*

shadow: huh ash you , ok

shadow: * gets out of bed* ashley sweety you ok

*nurse walks in* nurse: shadow you should be in bed

shadow: don't tell me what to do if i want up i ll get up

nurse: get in bed

shadow: i ll do what i want



nurse: *walks away * fine whatever

Ash: uh huh...*tries to move, but can't.*(uggh, I don't see how i even have the energy to think!)

shadow: ashley........

Ash: I'm so drained out....just talk to me.....*lays her hand in shadow's palm.*

shadow: ash i m so sorry this happend to you it's all my falt this happend to you.. i m so sorry

Ash:...*smiles.* it's...ok....

shadow: no it's not

Ash: *looks at shadow confused.*

shadow: you almost died out their because of me it's my falt your in this place my falt you nealy lost your
life......

Ash: I'm..fine....he just punched me in the jaw.*sits up*

shadow: no you got shot in the leag if i hadn't passed out i could of tooken the shot

Ash: I made it, you made it, I'm just glad you're ok. now gimme a hug.*spreads her arms open*

shadow: * looks away from ash and tears start streaming down his face*

Ash: *her lip quivers a little bit.*.....*wraps her arms around shadow's wast and pulls him fowards.*

Ash: I love you. and they say you're supose to be bad, I found something more.*kisses shadow.*

shadow: *can't stop crying* i can't belave that you don't hate me for this

Ash: I'll never hate you. never....you proposed to me. and I love you. how could I hate the one person
who loves me for me?

shadow:.............

Ash:look at me right now.

shadow: * looks at her with tears in his eyes*

Ash: I love you so much, and nothing can ever take my love for you.*nears shadow's face and givs him
this really long kiss hoping to porove to him that he didn't do anything wrong.*

shadow: * raps his arms around her and donesn't cair that he's hurting his bad arm*



Ash:* blushing really bad and can feel her face turning pink.*

shadow: * gets back in bed and crys his self to sleep*

Ash:.....*goes to sleep crying to herself too.*

* next morning*

*ash doesn't eat much at breakfast time, she just kinda sits around and has a sad look on her face that
seems to drain out the joy she gives to everyone.*

shadow: * wont eat he feels afull about what had happend last night*

Ash:...*sigh....* (I wonder if he hates me for last night....)

shadow: (i hope she's not mad)

Ash:....(I need to say something...) shadow....?

shadow: ..............

Ash:...are you mad at me?

shadow: no not at you

Ash: *her lower lip quivers a lot. and jumps out of her bed and runs over and hugs him.*
thankyou.....*wipes away her tears.*

shadow: * hugs ash * no proublem

ASh: I thought you were mad at me forever!!!!*cries into shadow's chest releived that she is hugging her
man.*

shadow: i can't be mad at you i love you i m mad at my self that's all

Ash: *falls asleep again.*

shadow: (she must be really tired)

* michelles house*

sonic: michelle hay michelle wake up



me: i don't want to yet

sonic: ok if you say so......

me: no i m up now

sonic: good lets go and see how ash and shadow are doing

me: ok

* hospitial*

Ash: *snoring and spred out on the bed with a cast on her leg.*

sonic: hay guys wake up it's 7:00 am

shadow: *throughs pillo at sonic* shutup faker

me: hay shadow how ya feel

shadow: ok i gess

me: good how's ash

shadow: fine, tired but fine

sonic: so shadow how is it in here

shadow: terrable the food tast like shoot

Ash: *falls off the bed.* AHHHGGG!!!!><*yelping cuz she fell on her leg.*

shadow: * jumps out of bed* ash you ok !!!!!

Ash: oh yeah, I DEFINATELY know I'm awake!!!

shadow: don't scair me like that my hart nearly jumped out of my cheast

sonic: hay u guys want anything

Ash: yeah, help me up...I feel like i can't move..--

Ash: I AM being sarcastic though, don't worry

sonic: sure * helps ash up*



Ash: I feel bad...my leg hurts and i have a stomach cramo cuz the food was aweful

Ash: do us a favor and get some mc donalds for us...

shadow: tell me about it

sonic and michelle: sure

Ash: booyah! *gives shad a high five.*

shadow: *smils but still mad at his self * hay guys i don't want any thing at MCDS ok

sonic: u sure

shadow: yea

Ash: you ok? *gets out of bed and goes to sit with shadow.*

shadow: yea i m fine ( no not really)

Ash: look me in the eyes....*concentrates hard on shadow's goregeous red eyes.*

shadow: * looks away*

Ash: hey....what's wrong? you know you are lying to me....

shadow: no i m not ( yes i am )

Ash: tell me right now...*looks very deeply into shadow's eyes.*

shadow: * closes eyes tightly trying to hold back his tears*

Ash: *puts her hand on shadow's face.* you can trust me.

shadow: i, i don't know

Ash: what makes you think you couldn't? *gives him big hug.^^*

shadow: i m so mad at myself

Ash: don't be mad, get glad.*giggles up a bit.*

shadow: * gives glair*

Ash: *looks at him and lip quivers.*



shadow: sorry

Ash: *becomes too scared to move.*

shadow: * hugs ashley* sorry i didn't mean to scair you

Ash: *shaking like crazy.*

shadow: ( grate now look at what i v done first i put her in the dam hospitial then i scair her what's rong
with me)

Ash: th-the pain in your eyes.....I-I had no idea...*buries her face into shadow's chest.*

shadow: shhhh it's ok don't worrie about me

Ash: I'm so sorry.......*sits very close to him.*

shadow: it's ok don't worrie about me

Ash: I think we need to go out on a date tonight just the two of us, and just stargaze.

shadow: but what if something bad happens because of me i wont be able to for give myself

Ash:......well....if you feel so strongly about it.........

shadow: no i don't want to upset you well go

Ash: *lays down in shadow's lap.* I just want the best for both of us....and you didn't upset me, we're
both having a rough time.....

shadow: your the onley peoson be sides Maria who really cairs about me

Ash: I am so upset for some reason....or maybe....

shadow: yea

Ash: maybe, I'm just.*looks at shadow crisum eyes* in love.

shadow: me too

*just then sonic and michelle come in*

sonic: sorry it took so long it was crowed in their were lucky to make it out alive

Ash: *looks at sonic and michelle and ash is really really close to shadow.* GUYS!*blushes like
crazy.*Whispers you ruined the moment!*smiles.*



sonic: hummmmm hay i wonder what they were donig while we were gone michelle

me: i wonder

shadow: CAN IT BOTH OF YOU

me: oh don't get so tuchey shadow

shadow: aurggggg

me: gerrrrrr to you too

Ash: *falls over on the bed because of their stoopidness.* GUH!--;;

shadow: you ok

Ash: man!!! that was a really pretty moment!!! and you HAD to walk in DIDN'T you?????*glares at sonic
and michelle.*

sonic: fine me and michelle will just go some where elce and eat this good food and you two can eat the
crapy hospitial food

Ash: *growls at them* you are SO mean!!!>< *tells on them to shadow* shadow!!! they're being mean to
meee!!!^

shadow: *trys so hard not to laugh..... BUT IT DIDN'T WORK* HA HA HA HA HA!!!!!!!!!!!

Ash: HEY! WHO'S SIDE ARE YOU ON DUDE?*puts her hands on her hips and looks playish mad at
shadow.*

shadow: that a challage ash

sonic and michelle: umm were going to go now here's your food you can kill each other when we leave

Ash: GOOD GRAVY SHAD!!! IT WAS A JOKE!!! IT'S NOT FUNNY!!!*busts out laughing.*IT'S NOT
HAHAHAHA!!! FUNNY!!!

nurse: ash shadow we have good news for both of you

Ash: w00t!! news!

nurse: you can both leave ash your leage is 100% healed and shadow keep that arme in that halter for
at least another week

shadow: whatever

Ash: *elbows shadow in his good arm.* whispers be nice and show some respect wouldja !?



shadow:.......

Ash: don't worry, he is under my wing.*crosses her arms as if she is he tough person.*

shadow: * can't help but laugh*

*shadows house*

Ash: *still has to walk on crutches because her leg still hurts.*

shadow: * takes arm out of hulter despite whate the nurse said*

Ash: wheeee!!!^^so good to be home!*looks over at shadow and crosses her arms tapping her foot.*
ehem?

shadow: what did i do

Ash: cast back on mister!!!

shadow: i hate that thing besides i feel fine rember who i am

Ash: *still tapping foot and giving shadow a dull look.*

shadow: * still wont put it on*

Ash: I'm going to sit here till you put it on shadow.*smiles evily.*

shadow: fine with me i can eat all this cholate cake by my self

Ash: you can't make me move!!!

shadow: ummm so good choklity goodness ummmmmm

Ash: I'm still not moving! and I'm going to sit here and pout till you put it back on!!!!

shadow: something about eating this and you watching is making this cake tase even better than it
should ummmm

Ash: you won't be able to temp me like that!!!

shadow: *gets up and waves cake in face then sits back down*

Ash: I'm still going to pout and make you mad!!!*smiles evily*



shadow: i m not mad

Ash: I told you already!!! that cake isn't gonna make me move shadow!!!*crosses arms and pouts like a
cute 5 yr. old girl*

shadow: (she's so cute like this) well alright more for me then

Ash: *pouting* (hahaha!!! this is fun, I could do this all day, but he needs to put that cast back on.)

shadow: * the cake is all gone* umm that was so good * sly grin*

Ash: hah! and not once...ONCE did you tempt me!^^

Ash: I have good stamina

shadow: that's true but i m keeping the halter off

Ash: then I'll just have to price your misbehavior won't I?

Ash: I won't kiss you for a week!

Ash: what do you say to that?

shadow: i say that would affect you too

Ash: and as I said, I have very good stamina.^^(I hope he knows I'm kidding, but I won't if he doesn't put
it back on.)

shadow: i know that but this is something you can not resist and i know that for a fact

Ash: hah! prove it!*stands firmly on the ground.*

shadow: * looks at her *

Ash: well?

shadow: * says kiddingly* i hate you

Ash:.....*her lip quivers.* don't make me cwy.......

shadow: oh i was kidding hun

Ash: if you don't put the cast back on...I might jus cwy...*looks very sweetly at him and her eyes fill with
tears a bit.*

shadow: hay ash



Ash: (hahaha!!he can'tresist it! I love using the fake cry routine!!! oh I'm so sly!!!^^)

shadow: i know your liying i can tell

Ash: *bites her lower lip.* pwease???*still fake crying.*

shadow: oh all right but it's onley because i love you ( dam)

Ash: yes!*dances around*

Ash: OH I LOVE YOU!!!!^^*hugs shadow and dives in and gives him big long kiss.*

shadow: (man i love her)

Ash: (this is something he COULDN'T go without.)

Ash: *comes into the door of the living room and has a pretty knee high red dress on with matching
jewelry.*

Ash: left you speechless?

shadow: ahuh * stairs blankly at her*

Ash: haha!!!^^ thanks...*blushes.*

shadow: sure

Ash: *goes to sit by shadow.* hey, you still have chocolate cake on your lips!

shadow: i do

Ash: we can't let that go to waste can we?

Ash: *kisses shadow*(wow, that's sweet!)

shadow: told ya you couldn't reisest cake ash

shadow: hay ash look it's the big dipper

Ash: *looks up.* wow....it's so pretty......

shadow: yea just like you

Ash: *gasp* look!*points up.* a shooting star!!!

Ash: *smiles at shadow* hey! make a wish!



shadow: don't need to i got what i wanted * sweet smile

Ash: then i have one.*closes her eyes and a wisp of wind blows by.*

Ash:*opens eyes.* ok.

shadow: and...

Ash: huh?

Ash: and what?

shadow: you wished for?

Ash: you know I can't tell you that!^^

shadow: you did the last time

Ash: oh crud...fine. there was one certain moment I wished would last forever.

shadow: what was it

Ash: Whispers: haha, kiss me and find out.

shadow: * kisses ash*

shadow: * lies down in the grass and gayes at ash as the moon light hits her*

shadow: hay ash

Ash: yeah?

shadow: come lie down with me hun

Ash: *lays down very close to shadow.* I love you.

shadow: * holds her close in his arms* i love you too *

shadow: what a nice night

Ash: *asleep on his stomach.*

shadow: lol just like all ways * noise in bushses* who's there * deer comes out of bushses* hay ash
wake up

Ash: quietly: yeah?



shadow: look a deer

Ash: and a baby...*points behind it.*

shadow: aww

Ash: it's so cute. I wonder if we stay quiet and not move, they'll come near us.

shadow: * dosen't move or say anything*

Ash: *looks up at shadow.*

shadow: * trying so hard not to move much*

shadow: well i dont' want to scair them

Ash: *sees another deer walk into the feild.*

Ash: look over there

shadow: *looks over* oh wow

Ash: it's the male of the family..

shadow: * rembers Maria and what happend on ARK and staris blankly and nothing*

Ash:......shadow........

Ash: tell me what's going on.....you look pale babe

shadow: *ARK* Maria come on we have to keep going

Maria: shadow i... i can't go on much longer

shadow: Maria yes you can come on we can't let G.U.N get us *shadow starts to snap out of it *

Ash:*looks worried.* shadow.................

shadow: * tear drops from right eye and wispers Maria to his self*

Ash: I know how badly you miss her...........

Ash: *shudders away from shadow.*

shadow: huh, hay ash what's rong, did i upset ya baby

Ash:no...........I just......I've lost someone like you have.....



shadow: oh hay i m sorry if i made you rember something bad

Ash: no......it's ok......*hugs shadow and a tear slips down her cheek.*

shadow: ( why do i keep having these flashbacks this is the 5 one this week and it's onley monday)

Ash: I'm ok. I just......maybe I remind you too much of her....

Ash: I think I'm causing the problem...

shadow: hay, don't say that it's not true

ash: look at me and tell me what you see

shadow: i see a very beautfull girl who i love more thing

Ash: I I.................

shadow: it's ok ash trust me your not the problem this is not the first time i v had these flashbacks that
was the 5 one to day i didn't say anything because i didn't want to worrie you

Ash: I just...don't want you to be unhappy.....it makes me angry at myself to see you like this.....

shadow: you don't make me unhappy i love you hun

Ash: I love you too.*falls over in his lap and hugs him.*

shadow: ( i just wish i knew why i keep haven these flashbacks)

Ash: (he's unhappy...I know it.)

shadow: ( i don't want her to think i hate her that's the last thing i want her to think, is that i hate her)

Ash: shadow.........*holds his hand.*

shadow: yea

Ash: you mean the world to me....*looks up at him*

shadow: and you mean the world to me *kisses her*

Ash: (wow.......I feel dizzy, and in the middle of a kiss???? weird.)

shadow: hay ash you ok something about you feels different

Ash: yeah......I got dizzy.....



shadow: ok

Ash: sweetie...what do you mean by different?

shadow: i don't know something just didn't feel right

Ash: *confused* what do you mean?

shadow: i don't really know lattly i v been really confused

Ash: I have too........I'm all.....blaahish

shadow: i hate to say it ash but maby i should go to the DR.

Ash: I'll go with you if you need me to.

shadow: i wasn't going to go by myself

Ash: *slightly smiles.*

shadow: come on lets go home

Ash: wait.....*points to a whole congregation of deer.*

Ash: look...and don't move.

shadow: * dosen't move*

* a baby deer comes right up to shadow and pokes him with her nose*

shadow: * really nerves*

Ash: shadow...it's ok...just pet it....

shadow: * goses to pet it when it goses closer shadow jumps back*

Ash: *pets the baby.* awww...you are just so cute

shadow: * looks at ash *

Ash: *scratches the sweet baby under the chin and the mama walks up hoping to be petted also.*

Ash: oh wow......*looks at the mama deer

shadow: it's really tall when you sit down don't chya think ash
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Ash: *goses and sits down* yes it is!

Ash: *strokes the mama deer's muzzle.* this is so cool

* the baby deer goses up to shadow and likes his face*

shadow: aaa hay stop that it tickles

Ash: *giggles*

shadow: ash help i m being attacked

Ash: haha, by a baby deer's tougue?

shadow: * laughs* ash ha ha ha save your self ha ha ha

Ash: *strokes the mama*

* baby deer walks back to her mama*

shadow: * goses up behind ash* this is for not helping me * tickles ash*

Ash: OO.....HAHAHAHAHAAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!!^^><*dying of laughter.*

shadow: wooh

Ash: *falls back on top of shadow.*hahahahaha!!!!^^

shadow: it's already midnight

Ash: ahh, but the morning is still young!

shadow: well no duh it just started

Ash: hey! *sprawls out in the grass.*

shadow: * fast a sleep*

Ash: do you still need to go to the doctor?

Ash: huh? oh yeah, noe HE'S asleep...

Ash: *goes over and tickles shadow so he'll wake up.*

Ash: wake up you!

shadow: * can't be woken up he's all sweaty bacause he's having a nightmair about what happend on



ARK*

Ash: *her eyes become pale.* shadow? sweetie? snap out of it!

shadow: * wakes up screaming* MARIA

shadow: god what's rong with me * still sweating*

Ash: you gave me quite a scare babe!!!

shadow: ash where... where are we

Ash: shadow......we're on our date remember???

shadow: not really

Ash: oh my gosh, he's lost his memory!!!

shadow: no i didn't

Ash: wait, no he hasn't, if he remembers my name! good...*sighs with a shocking relief.*

shadow: i v got the worst headack

Ash: my poor baby. *looks sickened by his pain.and feels his forehead.*

shadow: what

Ash: it was that nightmare again wasn't it?

Ash: tell me exactly what happened

shadow: ( i can't explain that to her it's... it's to painfull)

Ash: forget it. but if you ever want to tell me about it. I'm trust-worthy.

shadow: k

Ash: oh man... I was so worried about you...*hugs shadow*

Ash: don't scare me like that

shadow: sorry * crys*

Ash: don't cry.....shhh.....it's ok......*lays her head down on his shoulder.*

shadow: ( she cairs to much but i love her so much she has no idea how painfull that day was ) * still



crying and now shaking*

Ash: (this....feeling...it's so weird..I feel so empty inside it's not even funny...)

shadow: ( i hope i neve lose her she's the only one who cairs )

Ash: (he's the only person who cares about me like he does......I don't want to lose him.) *tear slips down
ash's cheek.*

shadow: i love you ashley

Ash: shadow.........I love you so much too

shadow: * crys his self to sleep on ashleys sholder*

Ash: *lays him down.* he's sleeping....

shadow: Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z

*michelles house *

sonic: michelle

me: yea

sonic: lets get married next week

me: YEA THAT SOUNDS GOOD TO ME

sonic: glad to here it

* michelle and sonic go on VA K for a while so we here from them for a while but they did call ashley to
let her know *

*back in the feild.*

Ash: *closes her eyes.* I couldn't ask for more......

shadow: z z z z z z z z

Ash: yep, it doesn't get any better than this....^^

Ash: *pokes shadow in the head.* sweetie? are you awake???

shadow: yea

Ash: ok *gives shadow hug.*



shadow: * hugs back*

Ash: this is so cool, you can see all the stars tonight

shadow: * sleepy * yea it's prity

Ash: and I have someone to share it with.*stares at shadow kinda dreamily.*

shadow: me too

Ash: want some apple cider?

Ash: *pulls two champane glasses and a bottle out of a basket*

shadow: * fell a sleep*

Ash: guess that makes one of us.*pours some cider in one of the glasses.*

shadow: * snores lightly*



13 - chapter13.txt

* it's 9:30 am and shadow is up*

shadow: man talk about a headack

Ash: *sleeping.*

shadow: * picks ash up and runs back to his house*

* shadows house*

shadow: * puts ashley down on the couch* i need some addvill * takes addvill *

shadow:* 5 minunts latter * passes out

Ash: *heres something drop on the floor.* GAH! *falls off of couch and rushes to find shadow.*

shadow: * on floor*

Ash: OH MY GOSH!!!!*covers mouth in shock.*

Ash: *drops to knees crying in confusion.*

shadow: ( man what happend)

???: shadow *echoes in his head*

shadow: (huh)

???: shadow * still echoeing*

shadow: ( who are you )

* the voice stops and shadow is still nocked out*

Ash: SHADOW!!!!

shadow: ................



Ash: *feels for a pulse.* HOLY CRAP! HIS PULSE IS WEAKENING!!!

Ash: GOING TO GET THE PHONE!*zooms downstairs and gets the phone.*

shadow: * growns in pain*

Ash: HELLO 911 YES I NEED SOMEONE OVER MY BOYFRIEND PULS IS GETTING WEEKER AND
HE'S PASSED OUT

911: ok

Ash: *crying.* answer me please....

shadow: aurg

Ash: *picks up shadow and puts him in bed.*

*ash sits beside him holding his hand just constantly watching...waiting...and hoping and won't move for
anything.*

shadow: ...............

Ash: (how could I let this happen........I love him so much.....and yet I was asleep when he needed me
the most....I'm such a failure...)

shadow: ( ash i can here you but i have no stranth to move it's not your falt)

Ash: shadow....I don't know if you can hear me, but I just want you to know....I love you so much...*tears
flood her eyes.*

shadow: ( ash i love you too please don't cry) * tear runs down cheek)

Ash: .....*sigh* I'm going to miss you giving me hugs.*laughs a bit.*

shadow: ( WHAT!!!!!!!!!! )

Ash: *trying to hide her tears.*

shadow: .....................

Ash: It makes me so upset that I was sleeping when you needed help......

Ash: I need a hug.*hugs shadow.* so you have no choice but to hug me.^^

shadow: ( i wish i could make her feel better)



* 911 comes bursting through the door *

Ash: *falls out of chair.* GAH!!!OO

* 911 grabs shadow and put him in the ambulins and ashley is with him*

Ash: geez. rushy people huh shad?

shadow: * laughs*

Ash: yes!

Ash: can you move your finger?

shadow: * trys to move finger *

Ash: easy there, you need to save your energy for listening to me jabber to you!^^

shadow: ( well you ask me to )

Ash: hah! now I can stare at you as long as i want and you can't turn away from me!^^

shadow: ( DAM)

Ash: I know you're gonna tickle the crap outta me for this once you're better aren't you??^^

shadow: ( yep)

shadow: * sweeting in sleep *

Ash: oh crap....that nightmare has got him again.... *holds shadow's hand.*

shadow: * same nightmair as the one he had when he was with ashley*

Ash: you can beat that nightmare shadow, it doesn't have to scare you...

shadow: * trys to mumble something *

Ash: what???*watches him sleep.*

shadow: * in pain *

Ash: *rubs shadow's forehead.* you're gonna be ok shadow...

shadow: ( i hope so ash ) * slowly opens his right eye *

Ash: *sweet look on her face.*



shadow: hay * weekly *

Ash: *her eyes fill with tears.* THANKYOU GOD!!!

shadow: * pute his hand on her face* i m fine thanks to you thanks hun

Ash: *holds shadow's hand.* I love you.

shadow: i love you too

shadow: you know i heard EVERY word you said right * sly grin*

Ash:>< aw crap!

shadow: ha ha ha hay where r we any way

Ash: hospital sweetie.

shadow: aww man again i hate the food

Ash: how about I get us some ice cream in a bit?

shadow: na that's ok

Ash: and then we can make fun of the crapy cable in there together.^^

shadow: what cable?

Ash: tv you doofus...

shadow: ..............

Ash: Ash: hahaha!!! you still can't tickle me!!!^^*laughs at shadow.*

shadow: ( i ll get her)

shadow: what time is it

Ash:uhhh...4:30 why?

shadow: just wondering

Ash: *gives shadow a dull look.

shadow: what



Ash: tell me please.*looks at shadow just as cutely she can.* pweety pwease?

shadow:it's nothen

shadow: * trys to sit up * it's nothen really

Ash: *lays down in shadow's lap.* aww!!!^^ pretty please????

shadow: OUCH !!!

Ash: *falls off the side of the bed because shadow scared her.* OOF!!!!><....

nurse: * comes running in * is everything ok

shadow: yes now go away

Ash: oooowwwwwwwweeeeeiieeee......><*she is upside down on the floor

shadow: ash you ok

Ash: eh...sure...

shadow: sorry did i scair you * scratching back of head*

Ash: I think so...*sits up.*

Ash: *sits don in chair.*oh so bored...

Ash: by the way, why did you say ouch hmm?

shadow: you hurt me

Ash: I did? I'm sorry...

shadow: it's ok

Ash:...*sitting around.*

shadow: * sleeping *

Ash: aww!!!^^^

shadow: z z z z z z z

Ash: *strokes shadow's forehead and watches him sleep peacefully.*

shadow: * still sleeping but can feel what ashley doing*



Ash: *giggles.* he is so sweet when he sleeps...*

shadow: * lightly snoring *

Ash: I wonder what he's dreaming about...

???: sionaria shadow the hedgehog

shadow: ( Maria waite no come with me )

???:.....

shadow: (MARIA COME BACK)

* it's not a nightmare it's a dream*

Ash: I'm going to get a coke.*goes to lounge room and grabs a coke out of the coke machine.*

Ash: *comes back and sits down to enjoy her coke.* yum yum yum-tastic.^^

* 6 hours later*

Ash: *sleeping in the chair with her jacket over her as a blanket.*

shadow: * 10:30 am * ACHUEEEEEEEEEEE

Ash: huh? *opens eyes slowly.*

shadow: sorry i snezzed lol

* 2 hours latter*

shadow: * gets up and walks to the snake mashen*

nurse: Mr shadow you should not be up your not well

shadow: i can do what i please go away

nurse: your so stubbor

shadow: and your annoying * gets poptart out of mashen and walks back to his room*

shadow: ash you awake



Ash: *sleeping on the floor because she fell out of the chair.*

Ash: *opens right eye.* maybe

shadow: i m going to step on you * smiles*

Ash: go ahead, I don't care.*closes eye.*

shadow: *pokes her left side with his foot*

Ash: ugghnn...

shadow: * dose it again* poke

Ash: ugghnn......

shadow: poke

Ash: gurrrr.....

shadow: you said you didn't cair

Ash: uggghn.--

shadow: poke poke poke

Ash: ugghhhnnnnnnn..............

shadow: * eating poptart and crums are falling on ashley*

Ash: *twitch.*

shadow: yum i love ashley poptart lol

Ash:*sniffs and rubs her nose.*

shadow: * hugs ash*

shadow: you ok

Ash: *opens right eye.* gimme...tha poptart.now

shadow: nope it's mine so ha * kiddingly*

Ash: *bites a chunk of the poptart off.* haha!!!^^*says with mouth full.*

shadow: hay * laughen*



Ash: hahahaha!!!!^^*chews poptart

shadow: fine then here you can have the rest * crams poptart in ashley moth* ha

Ash: OO*blink blink.* ummhummmmummm!!!!

shadow: now you can't talk

Ash: <I >I UHMMMHUMHUMMHMMH!!!!

Ash:><

Ash: (I'm SO gonna get him back if it's the last thing I do!!! WAIT!!!OO......*smiles.*)

shadow: shoot

Ash: *goes over and tickles the crap outta shadow.* HAHAHAHA!!!!^^

shadow: aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Ash: *swallows poptart* FINALLY!!!^^ YOU GOT TICKLED!!!!^^

shadow: OUCH * again*

Ash:SORRY SORRY SORRY!!!><

shadow: it's ok

Ash: *points at shadow and laughs.* HAHAHAHA!!!!><*dying of laughter.*

shadow: what's so funny

Ash: I tickled, YOU!!!!^^ HAHAHAHAHA!!!!

shadow: i know, but for some reason i m in a lot of pain

Ash: ok, not laughing anymore, tell me where it hurts..

shadow: my entir body

Ash: *rubs shadows shoulders very lightly.* I'm so sorry.....I hope this helps.

shadow: kinda

Ash: my poor baby....*kisses shadow's cheek.*



shadow: i ll be ok i wonder why i hurt so much

Ash: is it that flashback you've been having?

shadow: i don't know and it's pissing me off

Ash: somebody has a foul mouth I see.

shadow: lol sorry

Ash: I'm so mad that you're hurt....

shadow: it's ok your helping me feel better ( i want out of this hospitial)

Ash: good, you need it sweetie, *kisses shadow's cheek.*

shadow: hay nurse when can i leave this place

nurse: don't know

shadow: well make your self usefull and find out!

nurse: ( dog)

Ash: how would you like some ice cream sweetie?^^

shadow: what flavor

Ash: *looks closely at him.* whatever flavor you want hun.

shadow: ummmm ok i don't know?

Ash: how bout chocolate chip cookie dough? it's what I'm getting.^^

shadow: yea my fav can i have mine in a cup hun?

Ash: anything you want!^^

Ash: I'll be back later hun.*kisses shadow on the cheek.* love you shadow!^^

shadow: i love you too ( hay that didn't hurt, maby i m getting better)

Ash: *runs down to the near by ice cream shop.*

icream guy: how may i help u miss

Ash: *opens door.* yeah, lemme get two chocolate chip cookie dough ice creams.^^



that one guy: ok is that in a cone or cup miss?

Ash: cup please.^^

that dude: ok that's 5 dollers please mam

Ash: *reaches into her pink wallet and pulls out a 5*

person: * takes money gives icream bla bla bla u know the rest ^ ^*

Ash: *runs back around the corner to the hospital.*^^

shadow: * rubbing his head liyng on floor*

Ash: *walks in the room with the ice cream.* I'm back sweetie!^^

shadow: ouch my head huh oh hi ash

Ash:Oo...ummmm...what are you doing on the floor?

shadow: well it's stuped really but the tussue box fell on me and it hurt like hell

Ash: my poor baby...*goes and helps him up.*

shadow: OUCH !!!

Ash: I have something for you! but first you have to kiss me!^^

shadow: k * kiss* what is it

Ash: *gives him ice cold ice cream.*

shadow: AAA cold cold cold

Ash: *eating Ice cream.* ^^ yummy.....

shadow: * mouth full of icream* cold

Ash: *stis on shadow's bed with him.*^^

shadow: not to be mean hun but please don't touch me it hurts k

Ash: I'm not...*rubs shadow's shoulders again* does that make it feel better?

shadow: yes thanks ( hurts a little)



Ash: my poor baby, I can't even hug you you're in so much pain.

nurse: ash

Ash: yea
nurse: i have good news we can remove your cast
Ash: booyah!^^

shadow: that's grate ash

Ash: *slowly takes the cast off revealing her perfect brown tan.*

Ash: wow...I might have a scar there won't I nurse?

nurse: a small one yes

Ash:--;; crap...

shadow: oh grate something to show how useless i was that day OH JOY * sarcastickly*

Ash: shadow, don't feel bad, it was that red hedgehog's fault, not yours.

Ash: now eat your ice cream or I will.^^

shadow: here i don't really want it no more ash

Ash: *her lip quivers...and she whimpers.* but...

shadow: ....................

Ash: I'll put it in the fridge for you.^^

shadow: thanks but i wont want it latter

* out of hospitial and at shadows place*

Ash: WOOHOO!!!!^^

shadow: *just sits on couch*

Ash: *goes behind shadow and lightly rubs his shoulders.* are you any better?

shadow: don't really know * gets up * i think i m going to turn in early ash night

Ash: *sits on the ouch pale-faced.*(I'm so worried about him.)



shadow: ( she has a scar that will remind her and me of that day i could not help her ..... but i will not let
that happen again and i also have so much pain and i don't know why .... )

Ash: I'm going to bed too.*slowly walks off to the bedroom and changes into her pj's in a bathroom next
to the room.*

shadow: * just siting up in bed thinking about stuff*

Ash:...

shadow: * wispers* why

Ash: why what?

shadow: huh oh nothing * lays down on bed*

Ash: *looks at shadow.* ok, spill, you're down, tell me what's wrong....

shadow: * pretends to be a sleep*

Ash: *puts her hand gently on his arm.* you're not asleep...

shadow: * snorzs*

Ash: tell me what's wrong or I'm gonna pout.

shadow: * rolls out of bed*

Ash: *follows shadow.* tell me what's wrong, you know you can't avoid me forever.

shadow: * grabs ash by the waist * i don't know ... really

Ash: awww....*hugs him very easily knowing that he is in much pain.*

shadow: ( in pain when i m touched ) i wish i knew

Ash: I don't want you hurt....I feel very horrible..

Ash: man, you are like, everything to me, you're almost all I've got.

shadow: what do you mean "all i ve got?"

Ash: I don't have family anymore....*looks down.*

shadow: * takes his hand puts it on her cheak* hay you going to be ok you want to talk about it sweety *
sweet look on face*



Ash: I lost my family in a house fire.

shadow: * hugs her* sorry that happend ash but at least you had a family

Ash: .....

shadow: * gets up * come on lets go to bed ash

Ash: *flops back on the bed very tiredly.*

shadow: * puts an arm around her then falls a sleep*

~*next morning.*~

Ash: *woken by the morning light.*

Ash: *gets up and gets her jogging gear on.*

shadow: * getting up from bed holden his head*

Ash: shadow baby? I'm about to go jog.

shadow: * looks at her in confushion*

Ash: sh-shadow?

shadow: i got a headake that's all * smiles*

Ash: *kisses shadow's head.* I can't wait for you to get better.

shadow: me eather

Ash: do you want breakfast sweetie?

shadow: no thanks i m not really hungry ash

Ash: surely there is something that will make you feel better..

shadow: ........... you

Ash:oook, not even gonna ask.



shadow: what do you mean do you hate me * says sadly*

Ash: nooo, anything but hate. *goes over and hugs shadow.*

Ash: does my company make you feel better?

shadow: yes that's what i ment

Ash: *big sigh of relief.* LOL ok. I'm gonna stay home from jogging today.

shadow: thanks ash * kisses her on lips*

Ash: *thinking: YESSS!!!^^ oh, I love these moments closes her eyes.*

shadow: ( i wonder what she thought i ment when i said you? )

Ash: maybe you just got sunburned if you hurt to the touch.

shadow: that's what i thought i looked no sunburn

Ash: we're going to the doctor's office in twenty minutes hun, get ready.*walks out of the room.*

shadow: aww man

Ash: don't worry.

Ash: *gets keys.*

Ash: come on sweetie, you'll feel better when we get there.^^

shadow: *walkes to her* hope so

Ash: *pulls him backwards an kisses him on the lips.*

Ash: oh I love you so much!^^

shadow: i love you too

*at doc's office.*

Ash: ok, let him know the news!

* shadow tells the docter what has been going on*

Ash: *holds shadow's hand.*



doc: well i ll have to run some test

shadow: i m not a lab rat

Ash: and if you want to be better, you'll take the tests.*gives him a reinforcing look.*

shadow: fine

doc: ok miss if you just sit in the wating room

shadow: she comes with me * serious look *

Ash: please? he is actually kind of scared...*holds shadow's hand.*

shadow: am not i just don't trust anyone i don't know

Ash: it's true. and he LOVES me!^^

shadow: yes i do, oh and one more thing doc

doc: yea

shadow: touch her again and i ll kill you ya got that * evil look*

doc: * nerves*

Ash: shadow! be nice! he's trying to help you! don't be mean! *whispers: you're lucky I won't slap
you!*gives him serious look.*

shadow: *wispers* well he shouln't touch your in perfick helth

Ash: it's okay sweetie, just relax, we'll be done in no time ok??

Ash: I apolagize sir. he didn't mean it.

shadow: ( oh yes i do)

Ash: he is very protective of me.

doc: oh umm that's ok ( maby i should keep my distance)

Ash: ok, let's start then. what have we got to do?

doc: well i just have to ask him some questions and run some test that's all

Ash: ok. I'm going to be in there for the tests ok?



Ash: he goes nowhere without me.

shadow: well not in the bathroom and stuff like that

Ash: well duh.

Ash: come on.

shadow: ok

Ash: *follow doctor to the next room.*

* the docter dose the test on shadow and asks him the questions *

Ash: *waiting patiently for it to end.*

shadow: well what's rong with me

doc: nothen

shadow: huh

Ash: ok? then why is he hurting to the touch?

doc: their's nothen rong with him that we can see but it's all phickle

Ash: *deep breath and holds it for ten seconds trying not to explode out on the doctor.*

Ash: ok now dangit, I'm sick of this, he is hurting to the touch okay? what the HECK is the explanation
for that?

doc: well that's something he has to figer out i m sorry but we can't find out

shadow: what a wast of time

Ash: *rolls her eyes and walks out of the room and furiously slams the door behind her.*

shadow: * catches up with ashley* hay ash wate up

Ash: idiot doctors, I hate this.

shadow: * grabs her by the arm pulls her close and looks into her eyes* it's ok

Ash: *closes her eyes and hugs him.*

Ash: I just hate not knowing what's wrong.....*sniffs and lays her head on shadow's shoulder.*



shadow: hay don't feel bad i don't know eather

Ash: let me know if my hand on your back is hurting you.

shadow: nop not at all ^_~

Ash: finally...*sighs relievingly and holds him close looking into his eyes.*

shadow: ( well i m glad that's over with now i can hold her and not feel pain)

Ash: (he is so sweet, I love him so much.)

shadow: now about these headakes

Ash: *a tear slips down on shadow's chest fur.*

shadow: oh i didn't mean to up set you

Ash: shadow, you didn't upset me, I was scared what was to become of you.

shadow: don't be scaird

Ash: I-I thought I was going to lose you.*holds him even tighter.*

shadow: lose me? hay you ll never lose me

Ash: let's go home.

shadow: good idea

Ash: so, when should we start planning the wedding champ?

shadow: when ever you want

Ash: I was thinking we could maybe have it on the beach.

shadow: hay that sounds good

Ash: or maybe a forest scenery.*closes her eyes very dreamily.*

Ash: you got any thoughts?

shadow: the beach is more romantic

Ash: I think YOU are more romantic.*hugs him.*



shadow: * blushes*

Ash: awww!!! you're pink!^^ oh well, pink and black SO go together.^^

shadow: i like black and red better

Ash: haha!!^^

shadow: huh what's so funny?

Ash: nothing, you are just so cute!^^

Ash: shadow, I'm bored, let's go see sonic and michelle

shadow: i have no idea where they are they went on va K rember

Ash: then let's call them, we haven't heard from them in a while.*picks up celly.*

shadow: k

sonic: ah this is a really nice va K don't ya think it sure is sonic

*RINNNNGGGG!!!*

sonic: *picks up phone * hello?

Ash: hey you guys!

sonic: hay ashley what's up

Ash: nuthin, we were bored, so we called you! how is the va k?

sonic: it's ok

me: hay is that ashley? tell her i said hi

sonic: yea hay ash michelle said hi

Ash: hey michelle!^^ gettin a good tan?

sonic: * hands phone to michelle* yea i got a good tan i m crispy

Ash: rice crispy!!!^^

me: yep that's me

Ash: me and shad have been hangin out a long time today.^^



me: oh hay how is shadow

Ash: he is good, aren't you baby?

shadow: yep

Ash: *blows akiss at shadow.* oh I love him so much.

me: hay can i talk to him ash

Ash: yeah, hold on, shadow, chelley wants to talk to you.^^

shadow: k thanks * takes phone* hello

me: hay shadow you ok

shadow: yea i m fine i had to go to the docter

me: oh was it that serious

shadow: no i onley went to make ashley feel better

me: oh well do you hurt to touch anymore?

shadow: nope

me: wow shadow that's grate oh i got to go k

shadow: ok bye

me; latter

Ash: ahh! does my heart good to see my friends happy.*falls over in shadow's lap.*

shadow: lol

Ash: shadow, we are gonna be married!^^

shadow: really how did you know * sly grin*

Ash: oh yeah! you didn't know that? *says sarcastically.*

shadow: no i didn't when did you find out * scarcastically*

Ash: I think when you proposed to me!*says ssarcastically.*



shadow: * shadow then get a sad look on his face*

Ash: ummm....sweetie? did I upset you?

shadow: no i m fine

Ash: what's the matter?

shadow: it's just that

Ash: what?

shadow: that hedgehog

Ash: which one baby?

shadow: the red one

Ash: what about him sweetie?

Ash: he's dead and gone!

shadow: i know but i couldn't help you and you got shot because of me

Ash: *tries to find the scar on her leg but doesn't see it.*

Ash: huh? where did it go????*spins around in a circle.*

* shadow can't help but laugh at her *

Ash: I don't see it anywhere! *wags her stubby but cute little tail.*

shadow: really?

Ash: yea look and don't you dare tey to look at my butt ^^

shadow: *blush* wow your right it's gone

Ash: I'M THE TERMINATOR!!!!*dances around*

shadow: * gets up and grabs ashley by the hips* look you can fly * spins her around in the air

Ash: AHHHH!!!!^^*looks down at shadow*

shadow: * brings her back down and holds her up to his face* you scaird

Ash: n-no....



shadow: * smiles*

Ash: *studdering because she is near his face.*

shadow: * uses this oppatunaty to kiss her on the lips*

Ash: *her ears perk up and slowly go down.*(I love his kisses!!!^^ )

shadow: * still holden her in the air*

Ash: wow! some kisser you are!

shadow: * blushes and then throughs her in the air then chatches her*

Ash: wah!*blinks.*

shadow: you having fun * winks at her*

Ash: *blushes.* yeah.

shadow: good cause your doing it againg * throughs her in the air and catches her once again*

Ash: haha!!!^^

shadow: ( it's nice to see her so happy)

Ash: (HE IS REALLY STRONG!)

shadow: * stops tosing her in the air and brings her in for a hug*

shadow: you ok?

Ash: yes!^^ you are very strong!

shadow: thanks but your not heavy * paint*

Ash: yes I am, you're sweating.

shadow: i just went to fast that's all

Ash: you did not! you are so sweating.

shadow: * puts his hand on her solder* really i m fine * lets her out of the hug*

Ash: *gives him glass of water.*



shadow: thanks * drinks water*

Ash: you are sweating sweetie, and don't even tell me it's because you're around a pretty girl.

shadow: that's half true

Ash: *sly smile.*

shadow: oO

shadow: what's going through you head

Ash: nothing.*brings out a big chocolate cake for herself.*

Ash: guess what? this is mine!^^

shadow: * falls a sleep on the couch*

Ash: *sigh* ok, it's yours too....

shadow: z z z z z z z z z z z z

Ash: *throws bucket of cold water on him.*

shadow: AHHHHHHHHHH

Ash: to wake you up.

Ash: hahaha!!!^^

shadow: * snezes*

Ash: *hands him kleenex.*

shadow: * goses to grab Kleenex but grabs ashleys arm instead*

Ash:...OO...uh oh....

shadow: sooo ashley tell me what did you think i would do when i woke up after you through water on
me humm * sly grin*

Ash: uhhhh...I don't think I want to give you any ideas...OO

shadow: * runs out of house *

Ash: hey! where are you going???



Ash: *runs out to the front yard.*

shadow: * sneeks up be hind her and.....* BOO

so u like this chappy ^_~
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Ash: *jumps then lands on the ground.* AHHH

shadow: ha i got ya

Ash: yah!!!!!><

shadow: come on lets go back inside

Ash:ok.*grbas waterhose and sprays shadow.* hahaha!!!^^

shadow: ok that's it * grabs ashley again and tosses her into the air*

Ash: hahahaha!!! weeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!!!!!!!!!!!!^^

* cop drives by and looks at shadow*

Ash: *lands in shadow's arms.*

Ash: that was fun!^^

shadow: hi ^^

cop: hay what your you kids doing >:o

Ash: hi officer, we are havin a little fun, that's all.^^

cop: looks like this hoodlem her was trying to hurt you miss

shadow: HAY WHO YOU CALLEN A HOODLEM I HAVE YOU KNOW THAT I LOVE HER VERY MUCH
AND I WOULD NEVER HURT HER OR LET ANY ONE HURT HER!!!!!!! >:o

Ash: yeah, he loves me, we were having fun, it's ok, he isn't a hoodlem sir.^^

cop: alrigh i think you better come with me sir * gose to grab shadows arme*

shadow: don't touch me * kicks him in the leg*

Ash: BREAK IT UP BOYS!!!!*seperates the two.* ok? why does he need to go with you?

Ash: AND DON'T KICK THE POLICE DUDE IN THE KNEE!*slaps shadow on the arm.*



shadow: * almost hit ashley but stoped him self because he loves her*

Ash: don't you cop an additude with me mister!*gives him the mad look.*

shadow: hay i stoped my self didn't i

Ash: doesn't make me feel any better...

shadow: ok i m sorry * hugs her*

Ash: *hugs him back.* everything is ok sir.

cop: ok brake it up you two * grabs ash by the arm

shadow: hay DON'T TOUCH HER !!! * throughs cop in his cop car*

Ash:......(man, I can't get onto either can I?)

shadow: huh ash come here and look in side his car

Ash:?

shadow: it's full of alcohol

Ash: oh my.....*can't finish her sentence but grabs her cellphone.*

cop: * gets up * hay you can't do that to me your under arrest

shadow: get away from her don't think i wont kill you dog!!!

Ash: shadow!!! just run for it!

shadow: * picks him up and throughs him in the road*

shadow: * then kicks him in the woods*

Ash: *grabs shadow's arm.* let's go shadow! we have to get to the police station and report this!

Ash: come on!

shadow: ok i m comming

* police station*

Ash: someone please!



officer:how may i help you two?

Ash: a drunk officer tried to arrest us for no reason.

shadow: yea and he tryed to touch my girlfriend

officer: oh really well where is he now

shadow: somewhere in the woods

officer: well what's he doning their

Ash: he had to fight him off, he tried to hurt me. I saw the officer pull out a knife.

officer: oh really well lets go men we got a job to do

Ash: let us show you.

* in the woods*

Ash: over there

officer: well i see beer cans humm ya know i bet that it's bob he's always driking we let him go 2 days
ago he's proubly to wasted to rember

Ash:...freaky

shadow: ash get be hind me

Ash:....*gets behind shadow and holds onto his hand.*

* just then a drunk guy comes out and trys to kill ash yes it was the drumk cop*

all the officers: fire at will!!

Ash: *covers her eyes.*

Ash: shadow, tell me when it's over...

shadow: * holds her tight and covers her head*

officer: cace closed men

shadow: so we can leave now right



officer: that right

shadow: good come on ash lets go home

Ash: I can't stand dead people...

shadow: well i m still very much alive

Ash: at least.*her stomach hurts after all that.*

shadow: * kisses her on lips*can we go now ash please

Ash: HECK YES!

* shadow: house*

shadow: you hungry ash?

Ash: not really.

*ash goes upstairs and bring down her keyboard.*

Ash: *sits down and plays the keyboard for a bit.*

shadow: ok well i m ordening a pizza if you want some let me know k i ll shair

Ash: pepperoni!

shadow: yep

Ash: *waiting around just dreaming off in another world

* pizza is finally here*

ash the pizza is here if you want some

Ash: *grabs pizza box and runs from shadow laughing.*

shadow: hay you come back her with that

Ash: *runs upstairs and locks her door and giggles.*

Ash: come and get meeee!!!^^



shadow: ok fine ......... * shadow gets the key to ashleys door and unlocks it)

Ash: *runs in closet and locks door.* hahahahahahaa!!!!^^*munches on pizza.*

shadow: * punches hole in closet door and unlockes it then grabs pizza and runs up on the roof*

Ash: MEEEEEP!!!!!><

* on roof*

shadow: * ate 5 slices of pizza * wow it's nice out here to night

Ash: *creeps up to roof like a ninja.*

shadow: don't think i can't here you

Ash: *pounces on shadow. *grabs a slice of pizza.*

shadow: here you can have it i m full * 5 slices of pizza left*

*shadow is looken at the night sky*

Ash: eating pizza and star gazing.* you know, out of all the guys I've gone out with, you ACTUALLY left
me a slice of pizza in the box!!!

shadow: lol i left you 5 slices, and what do you mean OTHER GUYS hummm

Ash: heh heh heh...^^;;

shadow: kidding * kisses ash on cheek*

shadow: i ll be right back i got another headack

shadow: she thinks i went for some addvill but i went back in to get her gold locket i bought her to day

*outside*

shadow: hay ash look what i got for ya

Ash: *whistling and looking at the stars.* hmm?

Ash: oh? do you feel better now?



shadow: i will in a minunet

Ash: *looks at shadow very inoccent like.* what do you have behind your back?

shadow: come here close your eyes and i ll show ya

Ash: *sits very close to shadow and closes her eyes.*

shadow: * pute on locket that has a gold heart charm

Ash: *opens eyes* I see no difference...*still looks confused.*

shadow: look down hun

Ash: *looks down.* YAY!!!! SANTA CAME EARLY!!!^^*throws her arms in the arm and hug/tackles
shadow.*

shadow: you like it

Ash: yes! I love it!!! just like you!!!!^~

shadow: i m glad

Ash: *eats a peice of pizza.* yumm.^^

Ash: *lays her head on his shoulder.* look at the stars.

shadow: ( she's so cute)

Ash: they facinate me so.

Ash: let's go inside, want to?

shadow: sure

Ash: I know I'm not supose to do this, but do you want to see my wedding dress? -^^-;;

shadow: i d love too

Ash: *runs up the stairs excitedly.*

shadow: don't hurt your self

Ash: *makes a fake crash noise and a fake scream.* ahhhhhieeeeeeeee!!!!!!!!!^^*giggles.*

shadow: ( OMG) * runs up stairs* ash are you ok * sees ash on the floor laughen and trys not to yell at
her*



shadow: ash don't do that i was so scaird * ters in eyes*

Ash: *sad look.* I'm sorry....*gives shadow hug.* I didn't mean to scare you sweetheart.

shadow: well what did you think would happen

Ash:....not going to give you any ideas..^^

shadow: *still cryen* k come on i want to see youe dress

Ash: I'm so sorry if I upset you

shadow: it's ok

Ash: *runs upstairs.*

Ash: *runs upstairs.*

Ash: *humming.*

shadow: hum?

~*~a few minutes later~*~

Ash: *peaks her head in the doorway.*

Ash: teehee!!!^^

shadow: ( weird)

Ash: *has cute tiara on her head.* wanna see??

shadow: yes

*he catches a peak of a blood colored dress with elegance.*

shadow: ..........

Ash: *walks out to were he can see her in a long maroon colored dress with a bundle of 5 roses and is
wearing a pure silver tiara with a maroon veil over it.*

shadow: wooo i don't think i can emagen a more beautfull bride

Ash: did it take your breath away?



shadow: no it took my heart * smiles*

Ash: *goes and sits down with shadow*

shadow:* puts an arm around her*

Ash: *feels a shyness steal over her.*

Ash: ooh....it's so cold in here.*shivers go down her back

shadow: * holds her tight *

Ash: *blushes very badly.*

Ash: I have a loss for words because I'm with you....

shadow: your so beautfully ash

Ash: did I just say that out loud???

Ash: I love the ruffles in my dress.*

shadow: me too

Ash: feel the material.it is so soft

shadow: it is

Ash:*cuddles up next to shadow and feels so shivery.*

shadow: * fell fast a sleep on her solder*

Ash: (I've never felt this shy around him......he...he's so considerate...I haven't felt like this since the first
time I kissed him....)

shadow: * cute little fante snoring as he sleeps*

Ash: *gives him a kiss on the forehead.*

shadow: *flinches*

Ash: *holds unto shadow because he is totally huggable.*

* 2 hours latter*



Ash: *in the shower singing.*

shadow:* half awake*

Ash: *humming something or anyother.*

shadow: * ear is twitching*

Ash: *getting out of the shower and drying her hair.*

shadow: * getting up*

shadow: hay ash where did ya go?

Ash: *yells.* drying my hair sweetie!!!

shadow: ok umm you dressed

Ash: almost!!!

Ash: be there in a second!

shadow: k

Ash: OK! done

shadow: well i want to see you ash

Ash: *comes out of the bathroom with an I luv dickie shirt on.*

shadow: i like that shirt

Ash: yay

shadow: do you want to go out side and go for a midnight swim?

Ash: sure! straight away then!^^

shadow: i ll beat you their

* in pool*

Ash: wanna bet?*pulls off the I luv duckie shairt and already has her swim suit on races out the door.)



shadow: * been in pool for 2 minunte* what took ya

Ash: gurrrr....--

shadow: well

Ash: *does a flip off the diving board and splashes shadow.*

shadow: -_-() g thanks

Ash: WOOHOO!!!!!^^

shadow: * goses under water and grabs ashleys leg*

Ash:OO.....uh oh....*ash's head goes under and bubbles rise at the surface.*

shadow: * waves hi and smiles under water*

Ash: *blinks and bubles come up from her mouth*

shadow: * blushes grabs her hips and toses her out of the water and in the air*

Ash: HOLY CRAP I'S COLD UP HERE!!!!><*grabs her arms and shaivers.*

shadow: * comes up from the water and catches her and she is close to his face like last time*

Ash: (thinking: holy....meep....)

shadow: you look cold

Ash:n-n-n-no....*wraps her arms around his neck.*(dude, I'm like, all, shyish!!!)

shadow:* throughs her up again*

*SPLASH!*

Ash:*swims up to the top.*

shadow: woops sorry you ok

Ash: yeah...*hugs him.*

shadow: good cause i d hate if if something happend to you

Ash: *jumps in the hot tub.* yay warmness!^^*relaxes.*

shadow: * watches her*



shadow: your so cute ash

Ash: *sits in shadow's lap.*

shadow: * hugs her *

Ash: *lays her head on shadow's shoulder and watches the stars.*

shadow: * looks at the locket he got her*

Ash: *looks down at the locket.* what should I put in it?

shadow: us

Ash: *smiles at shadow with an eased look on her face.*

shadow: * heart is racing*

Ash: *gently kisses him

shadow: * blushes*

shadow: * kisses her back*

shadow: * starts dosing off as he looks into her eyes*

Ash: c'mon! stay away wake sweetie, or I'm gonna have to MAKE you.^^

shadow: huh oh sorry sweetheart

Ash: hahaha!!!^^

shadow: * tired smile*

Ash: *looks at him with pretty green sparkley eyes.*

shadow: lets get back in the hot tub i kinda cold

Ash: *splashes into water.*

shadow:* dose the same* ahhhhhhh that's better ash will you sit closer to me?

Ash: ? ok.

shadow: thanks



Ash: what for? *wraps her arms around him.* did you have a reason??O:-)

shadow: yea i m kinda loney here

Ash: you don't need to be looooooooooooooooooooonelyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy!!!!!!!!!

shadow: i know but i fell so

shadow: * dunks his head under water*

Ash: *goes under after him.*

shadow: * when ash gose under shadow grabs her by her arms and pulls her close

Ash: *her mind seems to just drift away for a couple of seconds.*

shadow: * touches her face with his hand*

Ash: *calms down a little bit but is very shivery and jumpy and she tries to hide it.*

shadow: ( i m maken her nevers )

Ash: (why the heck am I shiverish?)

shadow: * comes up for air *

Ash: *spits water out of her mouth like a fountain.*

Ash: haha!!!^^

shadow: * caughs up water*

Ash: *pats shadow on the back.* you ok sweetie?

shadow: i think so yea

Ash: man, I am so jumpy tonight! maybe Ijust need to let off some energy..

shadow: you can go for a run if you want to

shadow: i would go with you but my chest hurt and i can't run if i can't breath good

Ash: ummm??? you're chest is hurting???

shadow: yea but it's from me taken in all that water i m fine

Ash: I think I'll stay sweetie.



shadow: you sure?

Ash: for you? heck yeah

shadow: thanks

Ash: you're welcome my sweet!^^*hugs him.*

shadow: awww thanks

shadow: * haven a little trouble breathing*

Ash: sweetie??

shadow: * holden his left side with his right hand*

Ash: shadow???....*worried and hugs him easily.*

shadow: * a really painfull caugh *

Ash: *picks him up.* come on, we're going in sweetie.

shadow: no i m fine

Ash: *takes him inside.*

shadow: * sharp pain in his side*

Ash: *puts him on the couch and runs to make a cup of hot tea to soothe the coughing.*

shadow: maby i should go out for a while what do ya think?

Ash: drink this tea first and we'll see how you feel.

Ash: hands him the cup.*

shadow: * takes the cup and sips down the tea*

Ash: what do you think?

shadow: it's good but i m still haven trouble breathen at least my chest don't hurt

Ash: *sits down and holds his hand.*

Ash: just take easy breaths ok?



shadow: ok i will * leans her*

shadow: your sweet

Ash: you are too.^^

shadow: i love you

Ash: andI'm-*hears a timer go off.* OOH! CHOCOLATE CAKE TIME!^^*gets her over mits on.*

shadow: * blinks* huh

shadow: ( well that runed the moment)

Ash: *runs to get the cake.*

shadow: * sighs*

Ash: *runs in opposite direction of the kitchen.*

shadow: ( where's she going now? )

Ash: *comes out with a blue dress on.* fooled you.

shadow: huh what do you mean?

Ash: I fooled you *goes and sits by shadow with the blue dress on.*

shadow: * still haven trouble breathing * i still don't get it

Ash: lol never mind shadow

Ash: how does your chest feels now???

shadow: ok just hard time breathing

Ash: awww, my poor baby....*pats him on the back softly.*

shadow: thanks ash... man i m tired what time is it anyway

Ash: beats me, go ask a rocket scientist...

shadow: ^^

Ash: *flops back on the couch.*

shadow: *sneezes* woops sorry about that ash



Ash: ><*wipes her face off.* it's ok.

shadow: i m going to sleep k maby in the morring i ll feel better

Ash: I could use some z's too.*YAWN!* night sweetheart. *quickly kisses shadow on the cheek.*

shadow: night ash * big hug*

Ash: *hugs shadow back and kinda nudges her cheek against his face.* your fur is very soft, what
shampoo do you use?

shadow: ummm i use yours * runs into the bed room*

Ash: Oo....no wonder my bottle is low.....O0 WAIT!!! YOU USE MY? SHAMPOO?!

shadow: * in bed room* yes and you can't get me i locked the door <)

Ash: *runs after shadow and busts in the door but falls back because it made her dizzy.* @@ OH MY
HEAD!!!*rubs her head.*

shadow: don't kill your self tryen to get in here hun

Ash: *shakes her head and tackles shadow to the ground.*

shadow: ahhhh

Ash: heh heh heh.....*laughs at him evily.*

Ash: you're gonna get it now!!

Ash: *tickles shadow.*^^ told ya you had it comin to ya!!!

shadow: ahhhhh save me from the evil demon girl HA HA HA HA HA !!!!!!!!!!

Ash: say purtty pleeze!!!!^^ *tickles shadow harder.*

shadow: *sly smile*

Ash: *looks nervous as he smiles evily.*Oo....

shadow: * grabs ash by the waist and pins her to the ground* so you were saying >)

Ash: *whimpers like a dog.*

shadow: ( she's so cute like this)



Ash: OO;;.....

shadow: ok ok you win

Ash:*cracks another evil smile.*

shadow: keep in mind that i still have you by the waist ashley >)

Ash:><*growls all madish.* ahgeez....

shadow: now i ll show you how powerfull i am

Ash: (no, no, no, No, NO!!!!)

shadow: * kisses her on the lips * scaird ya didn't i * close to her face*

Ash: XD sure did. had me quakin in my boots!*kisses shadow and makes him fall over on the ground.*

shadow: what did you think i was going to do to ya beat you to a blody pulp

Ash: X( bad thought... now i have chill bumps.*pins shadow to the ground.* hah, pined ya.^^

shadow: not for long * grabs her by the rist* got chya

Ash: *growls at him.* gurr I say! I'm sending you death waves.>)

shadow: * right next to her face*

Ash: *smiles at him.* hah, do your worst.>)

shadow: i will * runs out side*

Ash: Oo???? uh...maybe i should wait here....

shadow: *runs back in side and grabs ash then gose back out side *

Ash: *throws her head back, drools, and sighs.* (oh I love him! talk about sweeping you off your feet.)

shadow: ( hops it's safe)

Ash: well bless my soul!!! I get the hottie!

shadow: * stops running* were here ash

Ash: *looks up.*

shadow: don't you rember it's the same spot where i asked you to marrie me



Ash: oh yeah.*looks down at the flowers and remembers what they said.*........*smiles and hugs
shadow.*

shadow: i thought you would like to sleep here with me for the night

Ash: *lays her head on shadow's shoulder.* you thought right.

shadow: i know * smiles * i wasn't sure if i wanted to come here because of what happend last time

Ash: *feels a breeze blow through her hair.* yeah...I didn't want to make you sad by bringing it up.

shadow: it's ok i just figered that if i bring you i ll just have to keep a close eye on you

Ash: ok. fine by me.

shadow: that means i can't let go of you * holds her tight in his arms*

Ash:*melts to the ground.*

shadow: ( she's love struck)

Ash: (ahhh, so love struck.)

shadow: first i want to go for a swim you want to joine me

Ash: *pulls off her shirt and has her bikini top on.* ready for anything!^^

shadow: good * deap breath* i feel good

Ash: do you now?

shadow: i have a feeling your going to change that aren't you

Ash: *confoosed.* Oo?

shadow: never mind

Ash: dude?!Oo... was that suppose to be a perved comment?!*blushes.*

Ash: *puts her shirt back on.*

shadow: woooooooo hold up their ash i m not like that !!!

Ash: good, I got scared there for a minute!

shadow: you scaird me too



Ash: ><! come on, let's go have some fun!!!^^

shadow: k i ll race you first on to the lake wins

Ash: *zoom.*

shadow: hay you cheeted

Ash: *giggles.*

shadow: all right you asked for it * jumps in lake and splashes ash*

Ash: Oo....><*does canon ball.* WOOT!!!/_/

shadow: lol come here ash

Ash: *swims over to shadow.* wow, I'm wet!/_/

shadow: so am i

Ash: *holds onto shadow* ahh, a gorgeous night eh

shadow: it sure is just like you sweety

Ash: *kisses shadow on the nose.*

shadow: ahhhh i m melting melting

Ash: you are just so cute!!! I wanna hug the ya all day!!!/_/

shadow: * gose under water*

shadow: * grabs ashleys rist *

Ash: I gotz a bad feelin bout this.*is drug underwater and bubbles come up.*

shadow: * waves hi *

Ash: *blows bubbles out her mouth and waves.*

Ash:*grabs shadow and hugs him.*

shadow: * blush and hugs her back*

Ash: *covers her mouth and her face turns red. she quickly swims up for air*



shadow: ( lol that was funny)

Ash: *gasp.* oh...man..*cough cough cough*

shadow: * gose up for air* hay ash you gonna be ok

Ash: yeah..*cough cough.* just got choked.

shadow: well your not sapost ta breath in the water

Ash: oh, how stupid of me.*says sarcastically. guh...*sits in shadow's lap.*

shadow: sorry did i upset you

Ash: no, I got tired from the coughing.*lays her head down on shadow's shoulder and closes her eyes.*

shadow: ( she's so cute)

Ash:*starts falling asleep.*

shadow: so when do you think sonic and michelle are going to come back from va K

Ash: beats me....*says sleepily.*

Ash: long as they don't burn down the ship....

shadow: lol that wont happen unless sonic trys to cook

Ash: my point exactly...*cuddles next to shadow.*

shadow: night ash

Ash: I'm not sleeping...I promise......zzzzzzzzzzz

shadow: ( hum she's so cute)

* where sonic and michelle are*

sonic: hay michelle this place is getting kinda boring lets go back home

me: workes for me i think i might of gotten sunburn look if you poke me i change colores

sonic: * pokes michelle* cool

me: hay what do you think shadow and ash will say when thay find out that we got married on our va K?



sonic: i don't know but let's not say anything wate untill they see the rings k

me: k sounds like fun

so is it a good chap ^^



15 - chapter15.txt

*back where shadow and ash are*
Ash: *laying in the livingroom on the couch on top of shadow.*

shadow: * wakes up* hay ash wake wake

Ash: *makes a mad face and groans.*

shadow: * pokes ash in the head*

Ash: *grits her teeth.*

shadow: * pokes her in the sides*

Ash: leave me aloooone......*growls.*

shadow: ...........

Ash: *opens one eye.* I was dreaming over here ya know!

shadow: well your up now

Ash: that's what you think.*rolls back over.*

shadow: * holds her head up *

Ash: fine, I'm up...

Ash: *sits up and her chest starts hurting.*

shadow: hay are you going to be... ok *look werried *

Ash: yeah, just got a little chest cramp.*clears her throat.*

shadow: your sick

Ash: *sigh* good as new!*looks sleepy again.* did ya have to wake me up so early???

shadow: i m sorry i didn't know you didn't feel well ( now i feel bad)



Ash: naw, it's ok, I didn't know, I just now woke up with this....

shadow: well that good i mean not that your sick but umm you know what i mean right?

Ash: no, I'm sick all right, but yeah, it's ok, I know what you mean, cough cough. I just need some rest, I
probly just have larengitis.

shadow: well i ll make you some soup and hot tea that will help

shadow: * gose to make ash some soup and tea to help her feel beter*

Ash: *puts thermometer in mouth and goes to change into her pajamas.*

shadow: you know i bet your sick because you went to sleep in those wet clothes hun

Ash: *writes on a sign, 'you did too!'*

shadow: lol i don't wair cloth rember i don't know why but boys don't wair cloth rember

Ash: writes on another sign'that sounded so wrong.'

shadow: i know it dose but were animals so i gess onley girls wair clothes

Ash: 'duh, or elsepeople would call us bad names...'* --

shadow: lol i gess you ran out of paper cause your not wrighten on a sine

Ash: *writes on sign' but sally doesn't wear clothes!!! what's up with that!?'

shadow: umm she has a vest and boots

Ash: *takes thermometer out of mouth.* wooh! 103.4!! *comes back in a pair of baby pink shorts and a
cami with fuzzy pink house slippers.*

shadow: wow maby you should stay in bed

Ash: *flops on the couch and gets under 4 blankets stacked on top of each other.*

shadow: soups all most done k but here's some hot tea

* phone rings*

shadow: i ll get it you stay in bed k

Ash: no problem.

shadow: * gets phone* hello?



sonic: hay shads howz it going over their?

shadow: not to bad ash got a cold though

sonic: hay is she ok?

shadow: yea i m helpen her,out so when you two comen back home it's prity dull around here

sonic: tomarro i wanted to run back but michelle said that we should take the cruse ship and their's to
maney people here

shadow: lol well good luck with that sonic i got to go and take cair of ash i ll see you to marro k

sonic: k later shadow

Ash: who was that shadow? *eats some broccoli and cheese soup.* (it's my fav soup ever!)

shadow: it was sonic he said that him and michelle are commen back tomarro

Ash: oh yay

shadow: yea things are prity dull around here with out them

Ash: yeah...*eats more soup.*

shadow: you feeling any better?

Ash: yeah, a little, the tea and soup did wonders too.thankyou sweetie.*hugs shadow.*

shadow: anytime ash now get back in bed here watch some TV * hands her the remote* call me if you
need anything

Ash: why don't you come watch with me? we need some time off.

shadow: ok

* one hour later*

shadow: * fast asleep next to ash*

Ash: *kisses shadow on the forehead.* he's been a buisy little bee today

shadow: z z z z z z z



Ash: *turns it to the drama channel.* yay!!! my show is on!!!

* 30 minutes later *

Ash: *crying* RYAN!!! NO!!!! BECKY DOESN'T LOVE YOU!!!!! KAREN DOES!!!!!!*blows her nose*

shadow: AHHHHHHHH * falls off the coutch

Ash: *looks over at shadow on the ground.* Oo....ummm...shadow...what are you doing on the floor
sweetie?

shadow: you scaird me and i fell off.........

Ash: *giggles* whoops, I'm sorry.~/_/~

shadow: it's ok so how do you feel now any better

Ash: yeah, a bit./_/

shadow: * still on the floor* do you need anything sweetheart

Ash: only for you to get back up here!^^

shadow: ok lol * gets back up on the coutch gets back up on the coutch*

Ash: *snuggles next to shadow.*

Ash: I'm bout to go take a bath, I'm just as cold as heck.

shadow: oh maby your getting worce * gives her a big worm hug*

Ash: no, just need a hot bath.*hugs shadow back.*

shadow: well ok but when your dressed i want to see you k

Ash: >< ok. I got worried there for a sec...

Ash: HAHAHA!!!

shadow: lol don't werri i m not like that ^^

Ash: tee hee!*closes door and runs her bath water and puts bubble soap in.*



* 20 minunts later *

shadow: * asleep on coutch*

Ash: *comes back in with a robe on and a towel on her head with her fur soaking wet.*

shadow: z z z z z z z z z z

Ash: *sits down and rubs shadow's forehead.*

shadow: * wakes up * hay i was starting to think you drouned in their ^^

Ash: no.^^ I'm ok. just nice and sleepy.

shadow: well get dressed and come sleep with me hun

* just then the phone rings*

Ash: I got it

shadow: k

Ash: hello?

me: hay guirly ^^

Ash: EEE!!! HIYA!^^

me: ah my ear!!!

Ash: how have you been? I ain't heard from you in a while!

me: i v been fine just spending time with my sonic so howz you and shadow i herd you gots a head cold

Ash: uhhhh....yeah, BIG bad head cold...me and shad are just fine, we're gettin ready to go to bed.

me: oh i m sorry did i enteruped someing ash * winkes over phone*

Ash: -OO-...no. why would you think that?

me: i was i was just kidding

me: hay i m going to let you go ok ash i ll be home in a few k

shadow: hay ash who was it

Ash: it's was michelle, she called to check on lil ole me!^^



shadow: well you got some conserned friends

Ash: and one sweet fiance!^^

shadow: * blushes and looks away*

Ash: *turns his face back around and kisses him.*

shadow: * turns bright red reder than michelle when she's sunburned*

* knock on door*

shadow: i ll get it

shadow: * opens door* ash look it's the facker and michelle

sonic: * tackles shadow to the ground* i missed doing that call me a facker will ya ^^

Ash: *goes to get dressed.* O.O

me: hay ash hurry up i want to tell you something

Ash: *comes out in shorts and a t-shirt.*

me: look at my hands and tell me if you can see any thing different besides i m sunburnt

* sonic and shadow still fighting*

Ash: *examines michelle's hands and her eyes widen as she sees the ring and picks michelle's hand up
fast.* OMGAWSH!!!!! O.O

Ash: EEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!XD

me: yup it happend as we were going on va K sry you weren't their it was unexpeted

sonic: hay we were sapost to wate and see if they would notest

me: i know but i was to hard ^^

Ash: DUDE?!?!?!Oo.....

Ash: I am so happy for you!!!!^^

sonic & michelle: thanks ^^

Ash: so, tell me the details gurlie gurl!^^



me: well

me: maby i should

Ash: oh come on!!! the suspence is gonna eat me up!!^^

me: ok i ll tell you

Ash: YES!^^

me: well he wanted to get marred right away and i said that we can on our va K

Ash: ok, and then?

me: we got marred

sonic: hay what's up for tonight guys

shadow: well we can go swim in the pool

sonic: sure how about you girls

me: sounds good to me hay wate ash your still sick maby shad can turn on the heater for the pool

Ash: very funny michelle...

me: what i m serious

shadow: yeah i can if you want ash

Ash: you're kidding right???

shadow: about what

Ash: *smiles and runs upstairs to get her swimsuit.*

me: well i have mine one still from the va K

shadow: i ll put the heater on for ash i ll meat you in the pool k guys

me & sonic: k

* shadows pool *



sonic: what's taken ashley so long

shadow: i don't know i ll check * goses into house* hay ash

shadow: hay ash what chya doen

Ash: *jumps and hides the mix and stuff.* nothing, I'll be out in a minute with a suprise.^~

Ash: now out ya go!!!*shoves shadow onto the back porch.*

shadow: umm ok ok if you want.....

Ash: good, now if you keep it a secret...*goes up and kisses shadow*

shadow: ?

Ash: throws her arms around shadow.* I'll be out in a minute, with the suprise.^^

shadow: umm o k

sonic: so shadow what's taken her

shadow: when you find out let me know

me: i gess you didn't find out -_-()

Ash: *blasts open the back door with pina coladas* come and get it while it's fresh!!!^^

me: * jumps into sonic arms* AHHHHHHHHHH

Ash: who wants pina coladas????

sonic: -_-()

me: what... i got ,... scaird

shadow: scaired cat

Ash: *sets the pina coladas beside the pool and gives shadow one.*

me: what was that shadow

shadow: ahh nothen never mind

me: yeah that's what i though

Ash: *gets in the water and brings michelle and sonic pina coladas.*



me: thanks ash

sonic: yeah thanks

Ash: ^.~

shadow: dives in

Ash: *grabs her's off the tray and goes to relax by the edge of the pool.*

* michelle and sonic go in too and sonic dunks shadow under and michelle is laughen it up*

Ash: *goes and pats shadow on the back.* don't be mean sonic!

sonic: what i find it rather funny

shadow: yeah *chocke* well i find this rather funny * grabs sonic and dunks him under water five times*

me: hay you goen to be ok shad?

shadow: yeah i m fine

Ash: that goes for you too mr. black and red.

shadow: hay what i do

Ash: don't be mean.^^

shadow: well he started it and i entend to finish it

me: * goses over to sonic and raps her armes around him* hay you ok sweety

sonic: yeah i m fine just fine

Ash: *raps her arms around shadow and holds his hand.* I thinks I might need to keep him buisy and not
thinking bout revenge.*kisses shadow and pushes him in the water playfully.*

shadow: who sonic?

Ash: well duh. how else am I supose to keep you buisy?

Ash: you like being kissed by me anyway.

shadow: maby

Ash: *drops her jaw.* what is that supose to mean? does that mean I have to pour this pina colada down



your swim trunks????

shadow: AHHHHHHH no i was just playen * gose and hides be hind michelle*

me: hay shady why ya hiden >)

Ash: yeah scardie cat!

shadow: am not a scardie cat i just don't want to get a cold feeling

sh: *laughs at him and sips her drink.*oh yeah...^^

shadow: not funny

Ash: it is so!

shadow: no it's not

Ash: fine, all in favor that what I just said was hilarious, say I

me & sonic: I ^^

shadow: NOOOOOOOOOO

Ash: *raises her hands.* MAJORITY RULES ALL!

shadow: * gose under water* ( ha try and catch me now )

Ash: (what a little chicken...)*goes underwater.*

Ash: (gotcha now!)

shadow: ( NOOOOOOOO)

sonic: ha ha ha shadow your in trouble

me: well shadow well see you at the furnal ^^

shadow: *comes out of water* NOOOOOOO

Ash: *scares shadow and tickle attacks him.*

shadow: AHHHHHHHH save me ha ha ha ha

sonic: your on your one on this one shadow

Ash: I WIN!!!!^^



Ash: *stops tickling him because she is laughing so hard.*

Ash: *laughs and is thinking: oh man, he is SO gonna get me now...*

shadow: *grabs ash by the waist* your soooo dead ash ^^

Ash: *whimpers again.* hey michelle, if I die, you can have my room and the stuff in it.../_/

me: ok and sonic can get shadows room ^^

shadow: hay i m not going any where?

sonic: ..........

Ash: *waiting for the terror that is the tickleishness.*

shadow: >)

Ash: O.O meep......*whimpers.*

shadow: *tickles her and then throughs her in the air but not to high sence she is still sick*

Ash: *laughing so hard and she can't stop laughing.* HAHAHAHA!!! MERCY!!!MERCY!!!^^
HAHAHAHA!!!!!

shadow: nope not stopen ^^

Ash: *laughing so hard that she's crying.* I SAID MERCY DANGIT!!! HAHAHAHAHA!!!!^^

sonic: hay michelle

me: yeah?

sonic: * dunks her under water*

me: * blink blink* ( oh he's gonna get it)

sonic: ha ha ha ha ha * michelle grabs his leg* oh shoot 0o

Ash: shadow!!! come on!!! hahahaha!!!! this isn't fair!!! hahahaha!!!!

shadow: it is to me

*sonic is being acticked by michelle under water*

Ash: I SAID MERCY!!! HAHAHA!!! I CAN'T LAUGH ANYMORE!!! GAH!!!^^



shadow: * pull her i to a hug*

Ash: *tries to stop laughing and hugs shadow back.*

shadow: hay do you feel any better?

sonic: MICHELLE STOP I HATE BEING DUNKED!!!

me: well to bad you did it to me ^^

Ash: now that I'm in your arms, yes! yes I do.

shadow: well i m glad that you do

*michelle stops putting sonic under water and kisses him on the lips*

sonic: michelle just rember that you have to go to sleep tonight and when you do i ll get you back for
dunking me >)

me: yeah right you go me shacken in my boots

Ash: *laughs at sonic and michelle.*

me: ash come here

Ash: you gotz a secret to tell me????

me: yeah *wispers* were going to get sonic with da shaven cream rember in the being of the storie you
wanted to put shaven cream on him while he was sleepen, well when he gose to sleep were going to put
shaven cream on his face and ice in his bed if i fall a sleep wake me up and well get him >)

Ash: *rubs her plotting hands together very eeeeeeeeeeeeeevilly....and laughs all creepy squirrely like.*

me: lol i know go tell shads and we will all get him together kinda like a hunneymoon but with shaven
cream and i wont be going >)

shadow: oh that's a good one

sonic: *ya know FAC this kinda thing happens to me every time i don't know why it dose maby michelle
and ash just think it's funny oh well -_-() *

Ash: *whispers* he's so scared!!! look at'm!!

me & shadow: yeah i know

Ash: I can't wait!!!!^^ oh I'm so excited!!!



Ash: who wants to go out on my lake and go water skiing!??!?!

me: same here

Ash: ^^

shadow: >) * looks at sonic*

Ash: *breaks out the ole eeeeeevill laugh.*

* michelle dose the same*

sonic: OH shoot

Ash: *puts her arm around sonic friendly like.* oh don't worry pal, we won't hurt ya!^^

shadow: much ha ha ha

Ash: *hugs shadow and laughs her head off.*

shadow: sonic is in big trouble

Ash: oh yeah!

sonic: oh god........

* night time*

Ash: *comes in the room prancing around in her pj's*

me: * in her cute heart pjs that sonic got for her and her sonic plushy*

shadow: * looken at ash* hay ash come sit wit me

shadow: * looken at ash* hay ash come sit wit me

Ash: *jumps onto couch.* YAAAAHHHHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!^^

shadow: well someone's full of engery tonight ^^

Ash: I'm hyped up on sprite baby! WOOOOOOOOOO!!!^^*throws her arms in the air.*

shadow: * grabs her by the wast * well how about a game?

me: oh i love games



shadow: well play toss ashley >)

me: oh that's my most favorit game

sonic: mine too

Ash: WAIT ASECOND!!! I JUST NOW CAUGHT ON......let's play toss sonic instead!!!^^

sonic: OH NOW HOLD ON A SECOND I HATE THAT GAME!!!!!

Ash: no, but shadow is the master expert at it.*points to shadow.*

shadow: yup >)

me: * picks up sonic and tosses him to shadow* hay shad think fast ^^

shadow: woops i missed lol

* sonic went crashing into the wall*

sonic: OUCH michelle

me: oh all right i m sorry sonic * gose to help him up and kisses him on lips* feel beter

sonic: kinda thanks ^^

me: ^^

Ash: *picks sonic up and volleyball serves him across the room* HEADS UP MICHELLE!!!!!(she has a
strong arm.^^)

me: chatches sonic in her arms

sonic: umm hi michelle i ah thought i d drop in for a viset ^^

me: lol you a funny little hedgie aren't you sonikku

sonic: *blush*

Ash: oh man, I'm so tired!^^

me: yeah same here

Ash: *hugs shad* OOOH!!!^^ who wants to play truth or dare?

me: but i m tired



sonic: me too

Ash: I feel not tired anymore!!!^^ all in favor of playing truth or dare, say i

shadow: i

Ash: *goes over to sonic and whispers.* this could be your chance to get michelle back!!!^^

sonic: *wispers* yeah i know but i m so tired and she's so cute

Ash: TIS A TIE!

shadow: what do you think we should do

Ash: how about.....uggh, all out of ideas...--

sonic: i vote for sleep

me: same here

shadow: i m kinda tired too ash

Ash: *cuddles next to shadow* I'm kinda tired now that I think about it...*shivers.* I'm kinda cold too.

shadow: *puts his arms around ash* you feelen any wormer ash

Ash: maybeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee..................*looks up at shadow.* *YAWN* uuggghhh. dunno bout yawl,
but I'm goin to the hot tub.

shadow: i m commen wit chya knowen you you ll prouble fall a sleepin the hot tub ^^

Ash: *snickers at him.*

shadow: hay don't get all evil on me now ash just keepen you safe that's all

sonic & michelle: G night people

shadow: yeah later guys

Ash: *lays back on shadow's lap.*

shadow: * peten her quils* your finally tired eh ^^

Ash: *turns around and uses him as a pillow kinda because the steam is making her eyes water.*
yeah...long day...heck yes..

shadow: yeah it has been a ruff day * yawn* i pratcially fallen a sleep here *holds ash in his arms and



kisses her on the lips*

Ash: (and yet again, more water in the eyes. and more steamy up in here. WOOW! it's like a sawna in
here!!!)

shadow: you want to get out hun?

Ash: nope, I'm happy right were I am.....*dozes off into shadow's arms.*

shadow: hay your fallen a sleep ash ^^

Ash: no I ain't....it'a just a figment of your imagination.......--

shadow: oh ok ( yeah i bet it is )
Ash: *kisses shadow's ear.*

shadow: * giggles* i m going to sit out for a while k ash i m right here on this chair

Ash: *crawls out of the hot tub into her plushy pink towel.*

shadow: ( she's so cute) it's really beautfull out tonigh eh sweety

Ash: yes, andI know your weak spot now!

shadow: really now then what is it

Ash: *kisses shadow's ears.*

shadow: * blush*

Ash: you are so ear ticklish it's not even funny!!

shadow: well i wouldn't consider it a week spot

Ash: *curls up in shadow's lap and goes to sleep.*

Ash: *twitches and awakens herself.* whoa

shadow: lol

shadow: you ok

Ash: *rubs her head.* yes....I just tripped over a rock in my dream.

shadow: it's ok rember anything in a dream can't hurt you k

Ash: come on sweetie, I'm gonna hit the sack.



shadow: good idea

Ash: *gets out of the tub and wraps herself up in her towel .*

* in da house ^^ *

Ash: *gets in bad and snuggles next to shadow.*

Ash: *hugs shadow and says in quiet tone.* yeah. me too.

shadow: *kisses her on the head*

Ash: *fell asleep in his arms.*

shadow: * wispers* she's the most beautfull hedgehog i v ever seen

Ash: *ear twitches.*

shadow: (woops maby i should be quite)

Ash: *wraps her arms around shadow still sleeping.*

shadow: ^^ night ash *falls a sleep*

* 5 hours later*

shadow: * wakes up* AHHHH

Ash: *whimpers.* shadow....you ok.....?

shadow: huh.... yeah i think so

Ash: get back in bed...it's waaaaaay too early to be up.....*groans almost like she's crying.*

shadow: sry ash ^^

Ash: *gets up anyway and the house is freezing.*

shadow: * sleepen*

Ash: *gets a blanket out of the closet and wraps herself up in it.*



Ash: s-s-s--s it's so cold in here...

shadow: * raps his arms around her* beter

Ash: sure is.*kisses his nose.*

shadow: ^^

Ash: *goes and makes hot chocolate for them.*

* it's 9:00am*

sonic: hay ash

Ash: hi!^^ *is seen hugging shadow while sitting in his lap.*

sonic: so did you two have fun last night >)

me: sonic that's none of your bissness

sonic: ^_^()

Ash: *blush*

me: *looks out the windo and gets evil grin then runs out side*

sonic: ?

Ash: Oo.

me: * comes in wit a snow ball and hits shadow in the face* SNOW BALL FIGHT!!!!!!!!!

Ash: WHAT THA?!

Ash: winter time?!?!?!Oo....

me: yeah that's prouble why it was so fricken cold last night

Ash: man oh man! I am so not dressed right!!

Ash: *goes and puts on her winter outfit.*

shadow: you hit me in the face wit a snow ball now you know i can't let that go right >)

me: yup yup * gose and gets ready for the battle sonic dose the same and shadow*



* out side *

* michelle is running from shadow*

me: NOOOO GO AWAY!!!!!!!! <)

Ash: *ash is making a snowman that looks exactly like shadow sonic herself and michelle

shadow: awww come on michelle don't start what you can't finish >)

Ash: hey you guys!!! lookit! the snowpeeple are awesome!!!

sonic: don't you mean snow hedgies ^^

Ash:peeple, hedgies, whatevah! what do you guys think?

sonic michelle shadow: SWEET ^^

Ash: *takes out her camera.*

me: OUCH SHADOW I WAS OFF GARD NO FAIR

shadow: i know and that's why it was funny * falls to the ground laughen*

me: jumps on shadow and berries him in da snow* ash hurry up wit that pic and help me wit berring
shads ^^

Ash: poke your head out of the snow shad!

shadow: * pokes head out* hiya ash

Ash: hi shad!

Ash: *takes picture of them all*

shadow: hi ^^

Ash: say, we rule!

shadow: i rule

Ash: *let's everybody see the pic.*

shadow: hay wate i can't get out

sonic: good keep it that way



me: ha ha ha ^^

shadow: hmph

me: i gess we can get shadow out of da snow what do you say ash

ash: *digs shadow out of snow*

Ash: *shovels him out of the snow and drags him across the yard.* WHEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!^^

shadow: AHHHHHH ^^

Ash: *puts shadow on a hill and pushes him down.*

Ash: hahaha!!!^^

shadow: WEEEEEEEEEEE

Ash: look at'm go sonic!

sonic: ha ha ha hay shads howz the rid

shadow: weeeeeeeeeeeee

Ash: *falls on the ground laughing but accidentally rolls down the hill and topples onto shadow.*

shadow: well hello their sweety ^^

sonic: * gose up to michelle* ummm michelle

me: ha ha ha shadow you look so..... yes sonic?

Ash: *hugs shadow and is still laughing.*

sonic: i got something for you

me: really what is it

sonic: well.....

*just then michelle through a snow ball in sonics face*

me: ha ha beat chya to it ^^

sonic: yes you did ^^



Ash:*makes an igloo*

shadow: hay what chya doen ash?

Ash: makin a igloo0o0o0o for us!!

shadow: what's an igloo?

Ash: a house made of ice/snow!

shadow: sounds odd

Ash: *patting a bunch of snow to make big ice blocks*

shadow: what's it for

Ash:^^

Ash: it's sorta like a brick house, cept, da iglo0o0o is round and it's make with ice

Ash:^^

shadow: o k weird

Ash: yup.

Ash: *crawls in the igloo and suprisingly it's warm.* whoa!! it feels gereat in here!!!

shadow: but it's made of ice?

Ash: I know!!! so weird!!!

shadow: i still don't under stand the things that go on here on earth ^^()

sonic: hay shads think fast!!!

shadow: * is hit in the head wit a rather large snow ball*

shadow: hay what chya do the for

sonic: umm well it seemed like a good idea at the time ^^()

shadow: *mumbles to self* grrr faker

Ash: *relaxing in da igloo.*

me: umm ash maby we should go over there



me: away from the violience

Ash: dun worry!^^ we in da igloo!!!

me: oh o k ^^

sonic: run away ^^

shadow: hay i m not dune wit you yet faker

sonic: if you want me you ll have to chatch me

shadow: i ll show you * runs after sonic*

shadow: * jumps on sonic* ha now i got you

sonic: Oo crap

*shadow berries sonics face in da snow and then walks over to ash *

Ash: *hugs shadow* hello sweetie!

shadow: hello hun ^^

Ash: *kisses shadow.* I am so happy when I'm with you!^^

shadow: me too

sonic: hay don't forget about true blue

me: *runs over to sonic* sry sweety here i ll help you up ^^

sonic: thank you sweet heart *kisses her on the lips*

Ash: awww!!! they make me feel fuzzy...-^-^-

shadow: i m a hedgehog i m all ready fuzzy

me: berrrr it's cold out here lets go back inside

sonic: me too

Ash: *grabs shadow's arm.* I know your arm has GOT to be warm.

shadow: * blush*



Ash: *cuddles her cheek to his.* I love you sweetie!

shadow: i love you too ashley come on lets go inside

Ash: *blush.* WHOO! once you get inside, it's purtty dang hot!!!

shadow: yeah man i m taken off this big @$$ jacket

Ash: *snickers at shadow.* I'm going to make some hot chocolate for everybody then I'm gonna cuddle
up next to shadow and make him turn red in front of everybody.

sonic: it's to late for that, look

shadow: * cherry red*

Ash: MUAHAHAHA!!!*laughs synisterly.*

shadow: * turns around and berrys his face in the pillo *

Ash: aww shadow, it's ok sweetie.

shadow: *wont let go of pillo *

me: AWWW shads is bashfull

sonic: where's a pillo when you need one ^^

Ash: *comes out with cups of hot chocolate in her hands.*

Ash: here you go sonic and michelle, and for me and shadow.*sets down the cups.*

sonic & michelle: thanks

Ash: oh come on shad!!! I was kiddin hun!

shadow:*looks at her*

Ash: *offers him a cup of hot chocolate.*

shadow: *still red *

Ash: hot chocolate to warm your toes?

Ash: *stes it on the edge of the coffee table and comforts him.*

Ash: it's ok.....shhh...



Ash: it's ok.....shhh...

Ash: *covers herself and shadow up in a flannel blanket she made.*

Ash: *lays back on shadow's chest.* you are really warm today shadow, are you sure you don't have a
fever?

shadow: i..i don't know

Ash: *turns around and feels his cheeks with the back of her hand.* hmm....maybe I should go help you
into bed sweetie...

Ash: *grabs his hand and takes him upstairs.*

*sonic and michelle are all ready in bed*

Ash: ok shadow. I know you don't have a fever, what's the matter, you are so shy today.

Ash: come on shadow....if there's something you have to tell me, then go ahead and say it.*smiles at
him.*

Ash: well? is there something you want to tell me?

shadow: no i m fine

Ash: *gives him the inocent puppy eyes.*

shadow: * looks away* i gess i m just a little shy today sry

Ash: aww baby, it's ok...I think we've spent so much time alone that you're just used to it being just us.
I'm sorry too, I shouldn't have said that in there....*looks down.*

shadow: * holds up her chin* hay it's ok don't put your self down sweety ^^

Ash: *gets a bit shy but smiles at him.*

Ash: *hugs shadow.* come on. I think I can walk back in there holding your hand like this.*laces her
fingers inbetween his.* I umm.....*blushes and smiles.*

shadow: * kisses her on lips *

Ash: *holds onto his shoulders to keep herself from falling down on the floor.*

shadow: someone's a little uncourdnated today ^^

Ash: no, I just, can't help but fall on the floor when you kiss me like that.~^^~



shadow: * blush*

Ash: ahh what the heck.*pulls his head towards her's and kisses him on the lips.*

shadow: hay ash

Ash: *looks at him.* uh huh?

shadow: ummm...... *lookes away*

Ash: who's fallin on the floor now?

shadow: hay i m still standen

Ash: hmmm....I'll spare you this time, but next time, you're gonna get it hun. wanna just stay in here for a
little while?

shadow: but i m not tired

Ash: no, I mean let michelle and sonic have some alone time so you won't turn into a cherry again!

shadow: their sleepen on the chouch

Ash: then I'm sleepin up here.*hugs onto shadow and kisses his forehead.*

shadow: but i want to be wit you

Ash: aww!!! where do you want to sleep at tonight?

shadow: any where

Ash: come sleep up here with me tonight!

shadow: k

*upstairs*

Ash: *brushing her teeth.*

shadow: * wating for ash*

Ash: *gets finished brushing her teeth and then jumps on the bed where shadow is.*



shadow: *rolles over and gives ash a big hug *

Ash: *snuggles up next to shadow and feels her face turn red.*

shadow: *fell asleep*

Ash: shadow? are you already asleep?

shadow: z z z z z z z z z z z z

Ash: *falls asleep with shadow's arms wrapped around her.*

~*~*~next morning~*~*~

shadow: *looks at clock* 1:30 AM i only got two hours sleep that's not fair ashley's still asleep ^^ she's so
cute * gose to check on sonic and michelle*

sonic: hay shads your up affel early

shadow: so are you how much sleep did you get

sonic: two

shadow: same here sucks huh

sonic: yup ash still sleepen

shadow: yup

Ash: wakes up and comes downstairs, her hair is messy and she is rubbing her eye and holding a pink
blanket in the other hand.*

sonic: well look who's up early shads

shadow: hay ash why you up so early

Ash: *falls over into shadow's arms.* some night we had last night huh?

shadow: yeah

sonic: hay michelle wake up * rubs her back*

Ash: *kisses him like she kissed him last night.*



me: * tiredly* sonic i m so tired why are you waken me up

sonic: well everyone elce is up *sits on the coutch*

me: * raps arms around him* but i m really sleepy hun

sonic: *rubs her back* ok i m sry will this help you fall back a sleep

me: z z z z

Ash: oh man, that NEVER gets old...

sonic: what never get's old

Ash: *looks at shadow.*

shadow: what ^^

Ash: this is what you crazy hedgehog!*wraps her arms around him tightly and kisses his lips really hard*

shadow: *blink blink*

sonic: ( go shadow it's your birthday)

Ash: *slowly let's go of the kiss and stares at him.*

shadow: well that was unexpected

Ash: but fun.

shadow: yea

Ash: *goes to sit on the couch with shadow.*

shadow: i love you

Ash: aww!!!*scooches closer to shadow and cuddles up next to him.*

shadow: can i have a hug

Ash: *hugs the crap outta shadow.*

shadow: i wish i could go to sleep right now

Ash: what for?



shadow: i m so tired

Ash: *pulls his head down on her shoulder and starts humming softly to him.*

shadow: * eyes start to get heavy and he feely tired *

sonic: *up stairs taken a shower*

Ash: *strokes the fur on shadow's head.*

shadow: * a smile grows on his face*

Ash: *easily lowers his head to her lap.*

* 3:00 AM*

Ash: *asleep.*

sonic: hay shadow...... awww now isn't that the cutest thing *sits next michelle and rubs her back* hay
hun you still tired

me: gets up kinda but i rather see you

sonic: thanks

Ash: *ear twitches.*

shadow: z z z z z z z z

Ash: *wakes up slightly realizing that she has a horrible neck pain.*

Ash:ohhh....

shadow: * jumps up* man i must of fallen asleep

Ash: *rubs shadow's back.* are you sure you want to get up?

shadow: huh *looks at her* oh yeah

Ash: *gently rubs the back of her neck in pain.*

shadow: did you hurt your self hun

sonic & michelle: were going out for a run k guys



shadow: k

ash: k

Ash: *in pain.* oh man!!! it must have been the way I slept!!!

shadow: aw here let me help *rubs back of her neck*

Ash: *is so relaxed that her head falls over onto shadow's hand.*

shadow: don't die on me now ash ^^

Ash: I'm not, it just feels so good....

shadow: your feelen better

Ash: UGGGH!!! HECK YES!

shadow: lol how about a kiss

Ash: you'll have to lean down hun

shadow: k

Ash: *closes her eyes and kisses him gently.*

shadow: ^^

Ash: thankyou sweetie, I feel better, come sit with me!^^

shadow: k * sits next to ash*

Ash: *sits on his lap.* I feel special to be with a hottie.^^

shadow: *blushes and looks away*

Ash: *puts her hand on his cheek and turns his face towards her.* hey, it's a compliment.

shadow: *grabs her hand* i know

Ash: *gives him a hug.*

shadow: thanks

Ash: *kisses his lips politely.* hey! any time!

shadow: * week smile *



Ash: *warm and cuddly smile.*

shadow: ( she gives me to much credit)

Ash: who's muh cutie?

shadow: you give me to much credit ash

Ash: what???

shadow: you always say i m cute and hansom and i thank you for that but you give me to much credit for
it i can't mean that much to you, do i

Ash: *her smile disappears.* shadow....hun, Icare about you and you mean the world to me, that night
you proposed to me, I knew right away that you were the one who would love me that much, and I love
you for who you are. and because you love me back. I , love you, shadow the hedgehog. *kisses him.*

shadow: (oh grate now i feel like an @$$)

Ash: *gives shadow a hug.* aww sweetie...

shadow: i...i...

Ash: don't be sad.

Ash: *smiles.* it's ok...

shadow: ( i didn't know anyone loved me so much besides Maria)

Ash: shadow.....?*leans back on his shoulder.* do...you...feel the same way?

shadow: yes i do

Ash: would you tell me how?

shadow: tell you how much i love you

Ash: like, sorta, yeah.*blushes.*

shadow: i love you so much that i would do anything to keep you out of harms way ANYTHING to keep
you safe no matter what that was i would do it

Ash: *her lip quivers.* I love you so much shadow.....I just love you sooo so so much.*hugs him tightly
and starts crying.*

shadow: * trys to comfort her* shhhhh it's ok ash i m right here i will always be by your side to make you



happy * holds her tight*

Ash: *sniff.* awww, I love you too, and I'll always be right there to help you, I don't care how bad it gets,
our love is gonna pull us through shadow, and you can count on me to be you're leading lady!!!!

shadow: * smiles*

Ash: *holds onto him for what seems to be dear life.*

shadow: i love you so much ash

Ash: gimme a kiss.

shadow: * kisses her*

* sonic and michelle come back*

sonic: hay were back

shadow: you were gone long

Ash: *asleep on his lap and looks as peaceful as a kitten.*

sonic: what do you mean

shadow: i mean you had to of stoped somewhere

sonic: so what's it to ya

shadow: >)

me: now don't you two start something
sonic: yeah shadow
shadow: hmph looks who's talken faker

sonic: why do you call me that
shadow: because i can and it's true
me: shadow nock it off your gonna make him mad and then yotwo will start something like always
shadow: fine
sonic: ( ha she told him )
*sonic and michelle go over to the other coutch and michelle lays her head on sonics lap and starts to
drift asleep*

Ash: aww shadow, you gettin sleepy again hun?

shadow: kinda



sonic: * starts to rub michelles back *

me: thatks sonikku ^^

sonic: anytime sweety

Ash: *looks at shadow.* wow, two really cool nights huh shadow?

shadow: *tiredly* yeah i know

Ash: *hugs him.* I love my shadow!*

shadow: *hugs back* and i love my ashley ^^

Ash: *turns away from him and blushes.*

shadow: hay come on now you started it why are you so embarrest

Ash: *giggles.* I umm....it's just....your eyes are so pretty...

shadow: *pulls her face towards his* not as prety as you are my love

Ash: *feels her cheeks turning red and is tingly all over.*

shadow: look who's reder than a cherry

Ash: oh no, I'm just sunburnt. haha. *pulls his head towards her and kisses him.*

shadow: oh come on now darlien your face is to red and worm to be sunburnt

Ash: ok, fine, I lied, I am blushing ok? *is still pretty close to his face.*

sonic: where's a camra when you need one

me: z z z z z z

Ash: *buries her head in his chest.* hah! now you can't take a picture of me!^^

shadow: yes you can i think that this would be a cute pic of me and you together go a head sonic

sonic: k * gets camra and takes pic* here you go shads

shadow: thanks sonic look ash i told ya it would look cute ^^

Ash: *tries to act like she is camera shy.* gurrr....

shadow: * puts his hand on her face and looks into her eyes* oh come on ash cut that out ^^



Ash: dangit shadow!!! you holding me like that is gonna turn my head into a fruggin strawberry!!!

Ash: *smiles and giggles at him.*

shadow: you know i want to see that * keeps holden her *

Ash: *falls over onto his lap* you know, you just enjoy the color of my cheeks don't you?

shadow: it's funny that's all

sonic: * fell asleep he was board ^^ *

Ash: *crawls onto shadow's lap and stares at his eyes directly trying to make him blush.*

shadow: * looks away*

Ash: *turns his head towards her.* don'tworry, I don't bite. hey!!! you're pink!!!^^ *giggles at him.*

shadow: * looks away again* kn.. know i m not

Ash: *softly put her hand on his cheek.* aww, don't be shy sweetie!^^

shadow: i m not

Ash: it's ok. don't be embarrassed. you know you are!!!^^ you don't have to be shy around me.*turns his
head towards hers and gives him a hug.*

shadow: i m not shy i m not

Ash: then why are you pink? oh well, pink goes very well with black!

shadow: ummm i don't know

Ash: *gives shadow a hug.* it's ok. I'm not gonna take a picture of you sweetie.

me: but i will * takes pic*

shadow: hay i thought you were sleepen?!

me: i was but now i m up

shadow: you better run michelle

me: Oo * runs out of house*

shadow: *runs after her*



* in the city*

shadow: i ll get you michelle

me: no you wont

shadow: *speeds up*

me: oh crap OO

shadow: *grabs her arm*

*both fall to the ground*

me: ouch shadow you twested my arm

shadow: G i m sry michelle you ok

me: yeah it hurts but i ll be fine that was fun thought wasn't

shadow: you bet come on i ll carry you back to my place

me: k ash is proubly missen you by now

*back at shads*

shadow: ash were back and i got the pic from michelle
me: no you didn't i let you get it

Ash: haha. SOMEBODY!!! QUICKLY!!! I NEED A HUG BEFORE I..uhoh......*falls over playfully.*

Ash: *rolls over at shadow's feet and waves up at him.* hiya^^

shadow: ^^ hello down there

Ash: so, how's the weather up there???

shadow: peachy



Ash: *gets up.* I'll just have a look for myself. ^_~

Ash: *hugs shadow* hello gorgeous.^^

shadow: hi beautfull

me: *pokes shadow*

Ash: aww!!!*turns pink and looks away again.*

me: ash your turning into a cherry again...

Ash: *turns away even more.* (he's so sweet.)

shadow: i think she is one look how red she is

me: ha ha ha she looks funny she's liyen in your arms if you let go i bet she ll fall over

Ash: *is even more red and buries her head into shadow's shoulder.* anymore pink and you're gonna
make me cry!

shadow: why would you cry

Ash: *starts crying.* you're making me embarrassed!!!

shadow: hay.. hay come on now i m sry don't cry

Ash: *runs upstairs.*

shadow: sweetheart come on i said i was sry grate i m the werist feaoncy ever *starts to cry*

me: *puts an arm on shadows sholder* hay come on now shads just go up and make her feel beter

shadow: well it's worth a try *walks up stairs*

Ash: *standing on the balcony outside shadow and ash's room.*

shadow: hay ash you ummm you ok

Ash: I guess...I just needed some time to myself....*wipes a tear from her eye.*

shadow: oh ok *walks out of room*

Ash: oh shadow, wait!!!

shadow: huh?!



Ash: please don't be mad at me, I'm ok now.... and I don't want you upset.*hugs him.*

shadow: i m not mad at you ash really

Ash: then why don't we stay up here for the rest of the night?

shadow: * looks at clock 8:05PM * ok ash if that's what you want

Ash: *sits down on the bed.*

Ash: shadow? I umm...apologize...

shadow: what for?!

Ash: that I ran out of the room, I just.... I kinda felt like you guys were picking on me...

shadow: *looks down at floor* sry

* michelle is down stairs wit sonic*

Ash: it's ok. I just needed some time to clear my mind. and now all i need is a great big hug from my
favorite hedgehog ever.

shadow: * hugs her* i still feel bad i didn't mean to make you feel bad it's just that.....

Ash: aww, that what sweetie?

shadow: just that *eyes start to get all teary* i didn't know that i was maken you feel bad

Ash: it's ok shadow, I'm ok now...*crawls into his lap and comforts him.*

shadow: no it's not ok maken someone you love feel bad it's rong

Ash: *turns his face towards her.* I'm here shadow, it's ok..*looks into his eyes.*

shadow: * shifs his eyes in another direction away from her*

Ash: aww shadow.......*looks at him sadly.* I'm ok, we're ok, it's gonna be ok sweetie.

shadow: *in soft tone* you might be ok but i m not

Ash: what will make you ok shadow? I hate seeing you sad!

shadow: i don't know

Ash: *turns his face back around.* how about if we just spend the night together and nobody else?



shadow: if that's what you want

Ash: I think we just need to escape reality for a bit, what do you say?

shadow: .................

Ash: awww, it's ok.....*gives him a hug.* Ilove you so much shadow, you just remember that ok?

shadow: i will

Ash: *kisses him.*it's ok, don't worry, you didn't hurt my feelings, I'm just fine, I was just being a wimp.^^

shadow: your not a wimp stop putting your self down

Ash: ok, I will, if you will too, ok? *puts out her pinky to him.* pinky promise??

shadow: i m not putting my self down their's a differece between putting your self down and feeling guilty
*throughs his face down on bed*

Ash: shadow...if you're angry at me, just say it! it's not gonna change anything.

shadow: ( she's so pissed at me)

Ash: (great, now he's upset with me.)

Ash: *cries.* I'm sorry shadow, I didn't mean to yell at you.....

Ash: I just.....*buries her face in her hands.* oh man, this is so hard for me!!!

Ash: if you want to know the truth, I love you so much....it's not even funny. and I'm not mad at you if
that's what you're thinking, I just hate seeing you upset, it makes me feel like it's my fault...

shadow: * still liyen on the bed on his stomick, and grabs her by the waist* i m not mad or up set with
you but you don't have to yell and i love you too

Ash: forgive me?*wipes tears from her eyes and falls back on the bed next to him.*

shadow: it's ok ash *he rolls over on his back and lays ash on his stomick*

Ash: I'm really sorry I yelled at you shadow, I didn't mean it.

shadow: i know it's ok i still love you

Ash: shadow, I...*gives him a hug.* I love you sweetie.

shadow: * rubs her back* shhhhhh it's going to be ok



Ash: I know...*relaxes and closes her eyes.* you're good at massage....

shadow: i m just tryen to be nice

Ash: *stares at hs eyes again.*

Ash: this is as good as nice gets...

shadow: thanks

Ash: *stares back at his eyes.* I never noticed how your eyes seem to light up the room...

shadow: thanks but * closes his eyes* now you can't see em

Ash: no fair....*crosses her arms and pouts at him.*

Ash: *rolls over on his side.*

shadow: * rolls on his side too* hay what's that on the cellen ash

Ash: *looks up.* huh?

shadow: *kisses ash on the lips* nothen i just wanted to destracked you that's all

Ash: *shocked at first.*

Ash: well how sweet!!! *hugs shadow.*

shadow: ^^

Ash: *rolls over alittle and kisses shadow on the lips.*

Ash: (ahh, sweet, sweet, kiss revenge.^^)

shadow: * closes his eyes*

Ash: *feels a chill go up her back.*

Ash: did you feel a chill go down your back shadow?

shadow: no but i know you did ^^

Ash:Oo... umm, anyway, look at the stars!!!*points to the sun roof.*

shadow: why so you can kiss me ^_^



Ash: dangit....

Ash: oh well. I'm gonna make sure you get a chill down your back this time!!!

shadow: he he he it's ok go a head and kiss me

Ash: *pulls his head up towards her's and gets this very revengful look in her eye.*

Ash: better close your eyes, cuz this is really, gonna make you sting.*kisses him and holds the kiss for
like five minutes.*

shadow: * blink blink *

Ash: (he probly ain't even gonna flinch.)

shadow: * pulls away * your a good kisser

Ash: aww man, you didn't even flinch!!! and thankyou!!!^^ *feels a really tough fire burn in her stomach.*

shadow: he he he

Ash: so, nothing still?

shadow: what do you mean?!

Ash: come on, tell me what you felt?

shadow: i felt something

Ash: ummm.....explain?

shadow: PASHION

Ash: *looks at him and blushes.*

shadow: well you asked not me

Ash: I just umm.....heehee.......can't explain how i feel....

Ash: it's like, a fire in my stomach,y'know?

shadow: ha ha ha i know how you feel ash ^^

Ash: ya do? good, cuz then you know that I had to fight that fire while I smothered you in my kisses!^^

Ash: man, I'm just so, hyper/crazy when i get around you!



shadow: it's because you love me

Ash: I'm so, love crazy!

shadow: it's normal

Ash: that's right!!! you still got a fire in your stomach? it's gonna take a while for mine to settle down....

shadow: lol same here

Ash: so what now shadow? my sweet hedgehog

shadow: we can go and see what sonic and michelle are doing if you want

Ash: hmmm....I have a feeling that they might want some alone time, but let's tiptoe down there and see.

shadow: lol i like the way you think

Ash: *hops off the bed and grabs shadow's hand slowly.*

Ash: better?

shadow: yes ^^

~*~wit sonic and michelle~*~

Ash: *comes down the stairs with her hand still tightly clenched to shadow's hand.*

me: sonic..... hay sonic

sonic: huh

me: wake up it's 11:00pm you have been asleep for most of the day and i want to spend some time with
you

sonic: oh sry hun i m just tired but i m fine now ^^()

me: *kisses him on the lips* good lets watch a movie

sonic: k ummm scairy movie 2 ?

me: sure *puts tape in*



*1 hour in to da movie*

sonic: you ah scaird yet

me: no you

sonic: no

Ash: *puts her finger over her mouth to shadow and signals him to go back upstairs with her.*

shadow: *follows her *

Ash: *gets back to the room and closes the door quietly behind her.*

Ash: wow, they're having a pretty boring night huh?

shadow: well were not there to make it fun

Ash: haha! you're right!! hey shadow, you know down there, you're hand was really wam.

shadow: your so cute

Ash: oh please...*blushes and turns away embarrassed.*

shadow: well it's true

Ash: *looks back at him and grabs his hands.* you mean it??? *stares into his gorgeous red-colored
eyes.*

shadow: yes i really do ^^

Ash: *gets silent and just stares at his eyes with a smile.*

shadow: you ok hun

Ash: wow, I just can't help but keep staring at your eyes.....it's....mezmorizing.....

shadow: really now

Ash: *shakes herself out of the stare.* ok, I'm starting to feel dizzy, how bout a game of truth or dare?

shadow: k

Ash: ok, truth or dare?



shadow: ok umm truth

Ash: is it true, that you've kissed any other girl besides me, and if so, what was her name?

shadow: no

Ash: aww!!! I'm touched!!

shadow: your the one for me ^^

Ash: *tilts her head to the side and sighs.* how sweet!

Ash:ok, you're turn.

shadow: ^^ ok

shadow: ok ash truth or dare

Ash: DARE ME HUN!^^

Ash: I draw the line at taking my clothes off in front of anybody!0.

shadow: i would never make you do that

Ash: *hugs him to death.* I LOVE YOU!!!^^

shadow: don't think i m going to go light on you because i love you

Ash: I can handle that.^^

shadow: ok then i dare you to marrie me right now ^^ (can't belive i said that i m embarrest )

Ash: *puts her hands over her mouth.*

shadow: what to scaired >)

Ash: scared, no, nervous, yes.

Ash: (oh, now he is gonna make me eat my words and I'm never gonna hear the end of this!!! because I
can't do that!)

shadow: come on i dared ya

Ash: wait a minute bub, I thought we were having a romantic wedding on the beach?

shadow: for all you know it might be set up already and maby sonic and michelle watchen the movie was
also a set up >)



Ash: *covers her mouth and starts crying out of joy.*

shadow: * stands up and holds out his hand* come on lets go my bride

Ash: OMG!!! I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!!!!^^*tackles him down on the bed.*

shadow: hay easy ash if we don't hurry well miss the sun rizing that's when we do the first kiss of our
marrage ^^

Ash: you are so so so so so so sweet!!!

ash: the picture can be this year's christmas card!!!^^

shadow: grate idea

Ash: *runs into the bathroom to put on her wedding dress.*

Ash: oh my gosh...*looks in the mirror and is really scared.*

Ash: well gurl, it's now or never.....

shadow: come on ash you can't be that nerves i m sure you look breath taken sweet heart

Ash: *perks her ears up.* DUDE!!! NOT COOL!!! I THOUGHT I WAS ALONE!><

shadow: ^^ you thought wrong come on ash and come out i want to see you

Ash: *does final checks and touch-ups.*(.....well, I've waited a long time for this and now I'm scared half
to death...)

shadow: ( she's proubly so scared that she's shacken ^^ )

Ash: *opens the door slowly and is shaking very badly and her face is pink.* promise not to laugh?

shadow: lol i promes don't be so nerves ^^

Ash: *opens the door all the way and is in the scarlett gown mentioned earlier in the story.&

Ash: well?

shadow: * looks at her and is breathless*

Ash: *is reallypink.*

shadow: * comes back to realty* ah see i told you that you were flawless



Ash: not really....*shows shadow her hands because she's not wearing gloves for the first time*see?

shadow: hay no gloves

Ash: yeah, I know..*blushes and turns her head away.*

shadow: hay don't be shy i ll take my gloves off too if it will make you feel beter

Ash: really?

shadow: sure

Ash: if you want to, but i won't make you do it for me..*blush.*

shadow: *puts hand on her face* i ll do it to make you happy sweety ^^

Ash: *lays her head in his hand.* thankyou!

shadow: no proublem *takes off his gloves and his hands are black and the red strips go all the way
down to the knuckle of his middle finger*

Ash: *blushes again*

shadow: * looks at her* what?!

Ash: your hands are pretty.*blushes.*

shadow: thanks come on we better hurry up or well miss the whole thing

Ash: our own wedding? heck no. you go ahead and go downstairs sweetie. I'll see ya down the isle.^~
*gives him a kiss goodbye.*

shadow: but i don't want to go wit out you hun

Ash: awww...*runs up and gives him a hug.* it's ok.

shadow: *hugs her back* ok i ll meat you their it's at emarld coast ok ash

Ash: ok, love you so, so, so, So, SOOO much!!!

Ash: but wait k?

shadow: i love you too k i ll wate for you

Ash: no, I mean wait. I wanna give you something.

shadow: oh ok



Ash: *stands there for like two seconds then runs up to shadow, wraps her arms around his neck and
kisses him like they kissed the night before.)

shadow: * dose the same* well... i beter go i ll see you their my beautful bride and fucture wife ^^

Ash: yeah, I just wanted to give you the best last kiss of our engagement.*blushes like crazy.*

shadow: * cups the sides of her face * i ll be wating for you my love *turns and walks away*

Ash: *waits till he's gone and then collapses on the floor because of the burn in her heart.* I can't help
but fall for him!^^

shadow: (here's a thued* i gess i left her wit week leags)

~*at the wedding~*

Ash: *riding to the wedding in the limo.* oh man, I'm getting stomach cramps again....

sonic: hay shads so how did it go

shadow: just as i planed thanks for the help guys

me: hay that's what friends are for buddy ^^

other people: hay congrats shadow the hedgehog

shadow: first time in a long time i heard any say my full name thanks everybody it really means alot to
me ^^ (now the only thing that will make this better is my bride)

Ash: *steps out of the limo and at first all you see is a pale bare foot, but then a shimmer of scarlett
shows at the bottom.*

Ash: (ok, keep it together.)

shadow: * looks at ash* well would ya look at you ^^ HAY EVERY BODY LOOK AT ASH!!!

everyone: looks

shadow: ANT SHE THE MOST BEAUTFUL BRIDE YOU EVER SEEN IN YOUR LIFE!?

everyone: YES



Ash: *blush.*

shadow: i new that would make you blush

Ash: *looks at shadow sweetly and doesn't say anything.*

shadow: come on lets go *holds out his hand *

Ash: *nods and grabs his hand and puts her fingers inbetween his.* you know, this is the first time I've
ever held your hand without our gloves on...*blush.*

shadow: it's the first time for both of us and it feels nice don't it my love

Ash: yeah...*a tear slips down her cheek.* man! and i promised myself i wouldn't cry!!!^^*laughs and
wipes away her tears with a smile.*

shadow: ( she's so cute )

*as both walk down the ile the meat at the alter and bl bl bl the get married now let's go to da kiss ^^ *

Ash: *puts her hands on shadow's chest.* I just wanna tell you, our love, has been the best months, and
the happiest months, I've ever experienced in my life....

shadow: * trys hard not to blush but that was so touching that he's reder than a hot tamoley*

Ash: *points out to the horizon.* here it comes!!!

shadow: oh good 5 4 3 2 1 * holds up ashleys chin and kisses her on the lips*

Ash: *almost falls again.*(oh my gosh!!!)

the sun came up at the right time and sonic took some pics and everyone claped and now it's time to cut
the cake ^^ *

MAN WAS THAT CHAPTER LONG OR WHAT ^^
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